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Since the first successful synthesis of graphene just over a decade ago, a variety of two-
dimensional (2D) materials (e.g., transition metal-dichalcogenides, hexagonal boron-nitride, etc.) 
have been discovered. Among the many unique and attractive properties of 2D materials, 
mechanical properties play important roles in manufacturing, integration and performance for their 
potential applications. Mechanics is indispensable in the study of mechanical properties, both 
experimentally and theoretically. The coupling between the mechanical and other physical 
properties (thermal, electronic, optical) is also of great interest in exploring novel applications, 
where mechanics has to be combined with condensed matter physics to establish a scalable 
theoretical framework. Moreover, mechanical interactions between 2D materials and various 
substrate materials are essential for integrated device applications of 2D materials, for which the 
mechanics of interfaces (adhesion and friction) has to be developed for the 2D materials. Here we 
review recent theoretical and experimental works related to mechanics and mechanical properties 
of 2D materials. While graphene is the most studied 2D material to date, we expect continual 
growth of interest in the mechanics of other 2D materials beyond graphene.   
 
1. Introduction 
The isolation of monolayer graphene flakes by mechanical exfoliation of bulk graphite opened 
the field of two-dimensional (2D) materials [1]. Since then, many other 2D materials have been 
discovered, such as transition metal-dichalcogenides (TMDs, e.g., MoS2), hexagonal boron-nitride 
(h-BN), and black phosphorous or phosphorene. The family of 2D materials offers a full spectrum 
of physical properties, from conducting graphene to semiconducting MoS2 and to insulating h-BN. 
Moreover, the 2D crystal structures render a unique combination of mechanical properties, with 
high in-plane stiffness and strength but extremely low flexural rigidity. Together, the 2D materials 
are promising for a wide range of applications [2, 3].  
Here we review recent theoretical and experimental studies related to mechanics and 
mechanical properties of 2D materials. We emphasize how mechanics is indispensable in the study 
of mechanical properties including interfacial properties and the coupling between the mechanical 
and other physical properties. The review is divided into five self-contained sections. As the most 
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basic mechanical properties, elastic properties of 2D materials are discussed in Section 2. 
Experimental methods to measure the in-plane elastic properties of graphene have been developed 
[4] and extended to other 2D materials [5, 6]. A recent experiment reported surprising results for 
the in-plane stiffness of graphene [7], opening a question on the effects of defects and statistical 
rippling. Direct measurement of the elastic bending modulus is more challenging for 2D materials 
[8]. Here again, a recent experiment [9] reported orders of magnitude higher values than theoretical 
predictions, raising a question on the fundamental mechanics of bending an ultrathin membrane 
with the effect of thermal fluctuations [10]. Theoretically, density functional theory based first-
principles calculations have been used to predict linear and nonlinear elastic properties of graphene 
and other 2D materials. On the other hand, the accuracy of empirical potentials for molecular 
dynamics (MD) simulations remains to be improved. The effects of thermal rippling on the elastic 
properties of graphene are discussed based on MD simulations and statistical mechanics of elastic 
membranes [11]. 
Section 3 focuses on inelastic properties of 2D materials, starting with a description of defects 
such as vacancies, dislocations, and grain boundaries [12]. The strength and toughness are then 
discussed. The strength of a pristine 2D material is usually high [4, 6], but it could vary 
substantially due to the presence of topological defects and out-of-plane deformation [13, 14]. The 
fracture toughness of graphene obtained from experiments is relatively low [15], for which 
potential toughening mechanisms have been explored [16]. Fundamental questions have also been 
raised on the appropriate definition of fracture toughness for 2D materials based on fracture 
mechanics. 
Section 4 deals with the coupling between mechanical deformation and other physical 
properties of 2D materials. Recent theoretical and experimental work has shown unprecedented 
effects of strain on many physical properties of graphene and other 2D materials [17], making 
“strain engineering” a viable approach for a wide range of potential applications involving 2D 
materials. As a sampling of the vast literature on this subject, we focus here on pseudomagnetic 
fields (PMFs) in deformed graphene [18, 19], phase transitions of TMDs under different 
mechanical constraints [20, 21], phonon and electronic structures of TMDs under hydrostatic 
pressure and strain [22, 23], and piezo- and flexoelectricity of 2D materials that couple strains and 
strain gradients (curvature) to polarization [24, 25].  
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Section 5 is devoted to interfacial properties of 2D materials. Adhesion and friction 
experiments have been developed to measure the mechanical interactions between graphene and 
other materials as its substrate or probing tips. In addition to the measurement of adhesion energy 
[26], more detailed measurements and analysis revealed the strength and range of the interactions 
in form of traction-separation relations [27], which provided further insight into the underlying 
mechanisms of the mechanical interactions. While van der Waals interactions have been 
commonly assumed to be the primary mechanism, experimental evidence suggests that other 
mechanisms may also have to be considered, such as the effects of water capillary, reactive defects, 
and surface roughness. Theoretically, it is also possible to unify the adhesion and friction 
properties of the interface within the framework of mixed-mode, nonlinear fracture mechanics.  
In Section 6, a brief account of potential applications related to the mechanics and mechanical 
properties of 2D materials is presented, including synthesis and transfer for large-scale 
manufacturing, graphene origami and kirigami, flexible electronics and biomedical applications. 
In the final section of this review, we provide an outlook for further studies related to 
mechanics and mechanical properties of 2D materials including and beyond graphene. 
 
2. Elastic properties 
Like thin membranes, 2D materials may be deformed by in-plane stretching or by bending out-
of-plane. As a result, the elastic properties of 2D materials include both in-plane and bending 
moduli. With combined stretching and bending, a set of coupling moduli may also be defined 
theoretically [28], as noted for graphene being rolled into carbon nanotubes [29]. This section 
reviews recent experiments for measuring the elastic properties of 2D materials as well as 
theoretical predictions from first principles to continuum mechanics modeling. 
 
2.1 Experiments 
A direct measurement of mechanical properties of monolayer graphene was first reported by 
Lee et al. [4], by nanoindentation of suspended monolayer graphene membranes using an atomic 
force microscope (AFM). The indentation force-displacement behavior (Fig. 1A) was interpreted 
as a result of the nonlinear elastic properties of graphene, with a 2D Young’s modulus of 340 N/m 
and a third-order elastic stiffness of –690 N/m in the nonlinear regime. A more detailed analysis 
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of the nanoindentation experiment was performed by Wei and Kysar [30] using the finite element 
method (FEM) with an anisotropic, nonlinearly elastic constitutive model for graphene as 
predicted by density functional theory (DFT) calculations. Similar AFM indentation experiments 
were later conducted to study the mechanical properties of polycrystalline graphene films with 
different grain sizes as grown by chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [13]. It was found that the 
elastic stiffness of CVD-graphene is identical to that of pristine graphene if post processing steps 
avoided damage or rippling. A separate study showed that presence of out-of-plane ripples would 
effectively lower the in-plane stiffness of graphene [31]. Evidently, the AFM indentation method 
is applicable for other 2D materials beyond graphene, such as MoS2 [5, 6] and h-BN [32].  
A rather surprising result was reported recently by Lopez-Polin et al. [7], who conducted 
similar AFM-based nanoindentation experiments but obtained much higher 2D Young’s modulus 
(up to 700 N/m) of graphene after introducing a controlled density of defects by irradiation. The 
authors attributed the increasing elastic modulus to the effects of thermal fluctuations and 
associated strain dependence [33]. However, a detailed analysis by Los et al. [34] based on 
statistical mechanics found that, while the 2D Young’s modulus of graphene could increase 
significantly with a tensile strain due to suppression of rippling, the maximum value should not 
exceed the fundamental value (~340 N/m) at the limit of a perfectly flat graphene membrane. 
Moreover, the same analysis predicted a power-law decrease in the elastic modulus with increasing 
membrane size at a finite temperature, which has not been observed in any experiment. Another 
explanation of the surprisingly high elastic modulus was offered by Song and Xu [35], who 
considered the geometrical effect due to areal expansion of the graphene membranes with defects. 
While not fully resolved, the counter-intuitive results suggest some uncertainties in the indentation 
experiments and in particular, the interpretation of the data based on a relatively simple mechanics 
model. 
The elastic properties of 2D materials can also be measured by pressurized blister tests or bulge 
tests, a common method for thin film materials [36]. Utilizing the remarkable gas impermeability 
of graphene, Koenig et al. [26] conducted a series of blister tests and obtained elastic moduli of 
single and multilayered graphene membranes. A similar setup was recently employed for single 
and multilayered MoS2 as a way to apply large biaxial strains for band gap engineering [37]. An 
interesting variation of the blister test was developed by Nicholl et al. [38], where suspended 
graphene membranes were electrostatically pressurized by applying a voltage between the 
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graphene and a gating chip. They found that the in-plane stiffness of graphene is 20-100 N/m at 
room temperature, much smaller than the expected value (~340 N/m). Moreover, the in-plane 
stiffness increased moderately when the temperature decreases to 10 K, but it increased 
significantly (approaching 300 N/m) when the graphene membranes were cut into narrow ribbons. 
The temperature and geometry (size) dependence of the elastic stiffness again point to the effects 
of the out-of-plane rippling or crumpling [38]. 
In both the AFM-based nanoindentation and pressurized blister experiments, the effect of 
bending modulus of the 2D materials is often considered to be negligible in the mechanics model 
used to extract the in-plane elastic properties and residual tension, which is theoretically justifiable 
as the membrane-like behavior with extremely low bending modulus. However, the effect of 
bending modulus may become substantial for multilayered specimens, which was demonstrated 
by the indentation experiments on multilayers of MoS2 [39] and mica [40]. As shown in Fig. 1B, 
with increasing number of atomic layers of mica, the indentation force-displacement data exhibited 
a transition from the nonlinear membrane-like behavior (bilayers) to a linear plate-like behavior 
(12 layers). A similar transition was predicted for pressurized graphene blisters of different sizes 
[41]. A recent review by Castellanos-Gomez et al. [42] highlighted the membrane-to-plate like 
transition in both static and dynamic responses of 2D materials.  
 
Fig. 1: (A) Force-displacment data from AFM nanoindentaiton of suspended monolayer graphene, with 
different tip radii and specimen diameters; fracture loads are indicated by × marks. (B) Force-displacement 
data measured by nanoindentaiton of suspended mica nanosheets of 2, 6 and 12 atomic layers. (Inset)  




Direct measurement of the bending modulus has been challenging for monolayer graphene as 
well as other 2D materials. The value often quoted for the bending modulus of monolayer graphene 
(~1.2 eV) was estimated from the phonon spectrum of bulk graphite [43]. Lindahl et al. [8] 
determined the bending stiffness of double-layer graphene based on measurements of the critical 
voltage for snap-through of pre-buckled graphene membranes. The obtained value (~35.5 eV) lies 
in between two theoretical limits, ~3 and 160 eV for two independent monolayers and two fully 
coupled monolayers [44, 45], respectively. The same method was applied to monolayer graphene 
membranes, yielding a rough estimate of ~7.1 eV for the bending modulus with higher 
uncertainties due to rather limited data points [8]. More recently, Blees et al. [9] measured the 
spring constant of a graphene cantilever structure by using the photon pressure from an infrared 
laser, based on which the bending modulus of monolayer graphene was inferred (using an 
elementary mechanics model). They also measured thermal fluctuations of the graphene 
cantilevers to determine the spring constants based on the equipartition theorem of classical 
statistical mechanics. Both methods yielded a surprisingly high bending modulus for monolayer 
graphene, on the order of 103 to 104 eV. They attributed the obtained high bending modulus to the 
effects of ripples (both static and thermal) in the graphene membranes, which would also suggest 
a strong size dependence for the bending modulus. The large disparity in these values (from ~1 to 
104 eV) for the bending modulus of monolayer graphene calls for further studies, both 
experimentally and theoretically. 
 
2.2 Theoretical predictions 
The elastic properties of pristine graphene have been well predicted by first principles based 
calculations [46-48]. Subject to small in-plane deformation, graphene is isotropic and linearly 
elastic with a 2D Young’s modulus (Y2D) and Poisson’s ratio (ν) as listed in Table I. The predicted 
2D Young’s modulus, which is in good agreement with the measured values [4], may be converted 
to the conventional Young’s modulus (Y = Y2D/h ~ 1.03 TPa) by assuming a thickness (h) for the 
graphene monolayer, typically the interlayer spacing (0.335 nm) in bulk graphite. The high in-
plane stiffness of graphene is a direct result of its hexagonal lattice and the carbon-carbon bonds. 
When highly deformed, the hexagonal symmetry of the graphene lattice may be broken, leading 
to anisotropic and nonlinearly elastic properties. To describe the nonlinear elastic behavior of 
graphene, several continuum mechanics models based on hyperelasticity have been proposed [48-
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50]. Once calibrated by the first principles calculations, the continuum mechanics models can be 
used to predict nonlinear elastic behaviors of pristine graphene monolayers up to the limit of 
intrinsic elastic instability at much larger scales under various loading conditions (such as 
nanoindentation) [30, 50].  
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are often used to study the elastic and inelastic behavior 
of graphene. However, the accuracy of MD simulations depends on parametrization of the 
empirical potentials that describe the atomic interactions. The reactive empirical bond-order 
(REBO) potentials [51-53] have been commonly used in MD simulations of graphene and carbon 
nanotubes (CNTs). Unfortunately, these potentials were not parameterized to yield accurate elastic 
properties of graphene [54, 55]. As listed in Table I, the 2D Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio 
obtained by the REBO potentials are considerably different from the values predicted by first-
principles calculations. Interestingly, the biaxial modulus, Y2D/(1-ν), is well predicted by the 
REBO potentials. Re-parameterization of the REBO potential improved the predictions of the in-
plane phonon-dispersion data for graphite [56], which might also offer a better prediction of the 
elastic properties of graphene. A few other potentials have also been used for graphene, and their 
predictions of the linear elastic properties are listed in Table I for comparison. Beyond linear 
elasticity, the empirical potentials can be used to simulate the nonlinear elastic behavior of 
graphene [57], in qualitatively good agreement with the first-principles calculations (Fig. 2A), but 
the quantitative agreement is more challenging as the empirical potentials are usually 
parameterized with the properties near the undeformed equilibrium state. 
Table I. Linearly elastic properties of monolayer graphene predicted by first principles and 
empirical potential based calculations. 














DFT [46] 345 0.149 406 1.49 - 
DFT [48] 348 0.169 419 - - 
DF-TB [44] - - - 1.61 -0.7 
DFT [58] - - - 1.44 -1.52 
REBO-1 [51] 236 0.412 401 0.83 - 
REBO-2 [52] 243 0.397 403 1.41 - 
AIREBO [53] 279 0.357 434 1.56 - 
REBO-LB [56] 349 0.132 402 - - 




Besides the in-plane elastic properties, graphene is highly flexible due to its monatomic 
thinness. The flexural deformation of graphene is commonly observed in the form of rippling, 
wrinkling, and folding. A general continuum mechanics formulation was proposed to describe the 
coupled in-plane and flexural deformation of monolayer graphene [28]. Under relatively small in-
plane deformation and moderately large out-of-plane deflection, the general formulation reduces 
to a form similar to the nonlinear von-Karman plate theory with two elastic bending moduli [41], 
one for the mean curvature and the other for the Gaussian curvature. Unlike classical plate theory, 
the bending moduli of monolayer graphene are not directly related to the in-plane Young’s 
modulus and Poisson’s ratio. Instead, they are independent properties resulting from multibody 
interactions among carbon atoms in a monolayer [29, 44, 46, 54, 55, 58]. It was noted that the 
physical origin of the bending moduli of monolayer graphene is fundamentally different from that 
in classical plate theory [29]. As listed in Table I, the bending modulus of graphene associated 
with mean curvature (Dm) can be well predicted by the second-generation REBO potential [52], 
which includes atomic interactions up to the fourth nearest neighbors via bond angle and dihedral 
angle effects. On the other hand, the bending modulus associated with Gaussian curvature (DG) 
has received less attention, for which the two reported values differ by more than a factor of two 
[44, 58]. The challenge to accurately predict the Gaussian curvature modulus may be due to the 
geometrical coupling between Gaussian curvature and in-plane stretch, which in some case had to 
be accommodated by different bond structures or defects.  
Beyond graphene, the elastic properties of other 2D materials have also been theoretically 
predicted by both first principles [5, 46, 60-65] and empirical potential based calculations [66-70]. 
In general, all 2D materials with monatomic or ultrathin crystal membrane structures share similar 
elastic properties as graphene, characterized by high in-plane stiffness and low flexural rigidity. 
Table II lists typical values of the linearly elastic properties of several 2D materials. Note that 
phosphorene is highly anisotropic due to its uniquely puckered atomic structure, and as a result, 
the elastic properties vary over a wide range depending on the loading direction. Similar to 
graphene, essentially all 2D materials become nonlinearly elastic (Fig. 2) when subjected to 
relatively large deformation (typically with an in-plane strain over 5%). Their nonlinear elastic 
properties can be well predicted by first-principles calculations and then incorporated in the same 
continuum mechanics formulation as for graphene to predict elastic behaviors at much larger scales 
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[5]. For MD simulations, parameterization of empirical potentials for various 2D materials remains 
critical to accurately predict the elastic properties [66-70].  
 
Fig. 2: Calculated uniaxial stress-strain diagrams for (A) graphene at 0 K; (B) MoS2 at 1 and 300 K, and 
(C) phosphorene at 1 and 300 K. Figures adapted from (A) [57] and (B-C) [66]. 
Table II. Linearly elastic properties of 2D materials predicted by first principles or empirical 
potential based calculations. 
2D Materials Y2D (N/m) Poisson’s ratio Dm (eV) 
graphene [46] 345 0.149 1.49 
h-BN [46] 271 0.211 1.34 
MoS2 [5, 71] 118 ~ 141 ~0.3 ~11.7 
phosphorene [65, 72] 23.0 ~ 92.3a 0.064 ~ 0.703a - 
silicene [62, 63] ~60 ~0.4 - 
a Highly anisotropic 
 
Since 2014, researchers have found that some 2D materials may exhibit a negative Poisson’s 
ratio (NPR), both intrinsically and also from extrinsic effects. Materials that exhibit a NPR are 
known as auxetic materials [73]. Multiple 2D materials have been reported to exhibit an intrinsic 
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NPR. The first such report was for single-layer black phosphorus or phosphorene [74], which 
exhibits an intrinsic NPR in the out-of-plane direction due to its anisotropic, puckered crystal 
structure. Interestingly, this crystal structure is the nanoscale analog of the re-entrant hinged 
structure proposed by Lakes [75] for NPR in bulk materials. Other puckered 2D materials, such as 
orthorhombic arsenic, would also be expected to exhibit NPR, which was recently confirmed by 
Han et al [76]. In addition to puckered 2D materials, graphene also exhibits intrinsic NPR, though 
for tensile strains exceeding about 6% [77]. As graphene has a planar crystal structure, the 
mechanism enabling the intrinsic NPR is dependent on a competition between bond angle rotation 
and bond stretching, with the bond stretching becoming dominant for tensile strains exceeding 
about 6%, thus enabling the intrinsic NPR. 2D materials can also be tailored extrinsically to exhibit 
NPR. This has been accomplished through cutting and patterning of graphene [78], buckling of 
2D boron (borophene) sheets [79], rippling through introduction of vacancies in graphene [80], 
and via edge stress-induced warping in graphene nanoribbons [81]. A common feature underlying 
these extrinsic mechanisms is that they lead to a reference configuration that involves out-of-plane 
deformation. Upon stretching the 2D materials with the initial out-of-plane deformation, an in-
plane expansion occurs in flattening the materials under tension, leading to the NPR phenomenon. 
 
2.3 Thermal rippling and thermoelastic properties 
While the basic elastic properties of graphene and other 2D materials have been reasonably 
understood based on first principles, the effects of finite temperature on the elastic properties have 
not been fully established. Recent experiments have raised fundamental questions on both the in-
plane and bending elasticity of the ultrathin membrane materials [7, 9, 33]. It is well known that a 
graphene monolayer is not perfectly flat at a finite temperature (T > 0 K). Experimental 
observations have found that suspended graphene membranes often display spontaneous ripples 
[82-84]. Theoretically, thermal rippling is inevitable [85], which may have profound effects on 
thermomechanical properties of graphene [10, 11], including thermal expansion and temperature-
dependent elastic modulus. MD simulations by Zhao and Aluru [86] predicted that Young’s 
modulus of graphene does not vary significantly with temperature up to about 1200 K, beyond 
which graphene becomes more compliant. On the other hand, by atomistic Monte Carlo (MC) 
simulations, Zakharchenko et al. [87] predicted a non-monotonic behavior of the shear modulus 
of graphene with a maximum at about 900 K, while Chen and Chrzan [88] predicted a monotonic 
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decrease of the elastic modulus of graphene with temperature up to 4000 K. More recently, Los et 
al. [34] predicted a power law scaling of the in-plane elastic modulus, which decreases with 
increasing membrane size at a finite temperature. Another manifestation of thermal rippling is the 
reduction of the projected area, which has been suggested as the cause of the negative in-plane 
thermal expansion of graphene [87, 88]. Based on DFT calculations and a quasiharmonic 
approximation, Mounet and Marzari [89] predicted negative in-plane thermal expansion for 
graphite and graphene, which was attributed to the lowest transversal acoustic (ZA) phonon modes 
(also called bending modes). Negative thermal expansion of graphene was also predicted by a 
nonequilibrium Green’s function approach [90] and ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD) 
simulations [91].  
A unified approach of nonlinear thermoelasticity was proposed to study both the temperature 
dependence of elastic properties and the thermal expansion of graphene [11]. Following classical 
theories of statistical mechanics and thermodynamics, the Helmholtz free energy of a graphene 
membrane can be obtained as a function of temperature, macroscopically averaged in-plane strain, 
and size of the membrane, which would include entropic contributions due to in-plane and out-of-
plane thermal fluctuations. As a result, the stress-strain relation derived from the Helmholtz free 
energy function would be temperature and size dependent in general. With zero stress, the in-plane 
strain as a function of temperature gives thermal expansion or contraction, depending on the sign 
of thermal strain. With zero or any prescribed strain, thermal stress can be obtained as a function 
of temperature as well. It was found by MD simulations that the in-plane thermal fluctuations alone 
lead to a positive thermal expansion coefficient (~5.5×10-6 K-1), independent of the membrane size 
or temperature (up to 1000 K) [11]. With out-of-plane thermal rippling, however, a transition from 
negative to positive thermal expansion was predicted at a critical temperature (~400 – 600 K), 
which may depend on the membrane size due to the size dependence of thermal rippling. 
Moreover, the rippling amplitude depends sensitively on the mechanical constraints in terms of 
either strain or stress, which may be imposed by boundary conditions or interfaces with a substrate. 
Therefore, the coefficient of thermal expansion (with the effects of thermal rippling) may not be 
considered an intrinsic material property of graphene, but the positive CTE due to in-plane 
fluctuations alone is intrinsic. Furthermore, the effective in-plane elastic properties of graphene at 
a finite temperature are closely related to thermal rippling. In particular, the presence of thermal 
rippling effectively lowers the in-plane stiffness of graphene. Since the amplitude of thermal 
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rippling decreases nonlinearly with increasing tensile strain (Fig. 3A), graphene becomes 
nonlinearly elastic even at infinitesimal strain, with a tangent modulus increasing with increasing 
strain until thermal rippling is significantly suppressed by tension (Fig. 3B). Similarly, since the 
amplitude of thermal rippling increases with increasing membrane size, the in-plane elastic 
modulus is predicted to decrease with increasing membrane size at a finite temperature [11, 34]. 
Looking beyond graphene, the effects of thermal rippling are expected to be equally important for 
other 2D materials due to the low flexural rigidity, although experimental evidence of such an 
effect has been limited.  
 
Fig. 3: (A) Decreasing ripple amplitude under increasing tensile strain; (B) Tangent modulus of graphene 
at a finite temperature (T = 300 K). Figures adapted from [11]. 
 
3. Inelastic Properties: Defects, Strength and Toughness 
Mechanical properties of 2D materials beyond elasticity depend sensitively on the presence of 
defects (e.g., vacancies, dislocations, grain boundaries, and crack-like flaws) and their evolution 
during deformation. Strength and toughness are two distinct mechanical properties describing the 
onset of failure in terms of stress and energy, respectively. While the toughness is defined as the 
energy per unit volume of the material with a unit of J/m3 in elementary mechanics, it is defined 
more rigorously based on fracture mechanics as the energy per unit area of crack growth in the 
material with a unit of J/m2. For 2D materials, the fracture toughness may be defined as the energy 
per unit length of crack growth with a unit of J/m or eV/nm, in the same spirit of the 2D Young’s 
modulus (unit: N/m). This section reviews recent studies on the types of defects in 2D materials, 




3.1 Types of defects 
Defects in 2D materials can have profound influence on their physicochemical, electronic, and 
mechanical properties [12, 92-94]. In thermodynamic equilibrium, the second law of 
thermodynamics predicts the necessary presence of defects, but usually would suggest extremely 
low concentration at any realistic temperatures (below the melting point or sublimation). In non-
equilibrium states, defects are introduced unintentionally or intentionally into 2D materials, often 
as undesirable departure from perfection or possibly to engineer the material properties, especially 
mechanical [12]. In general, there are two types of intrinsic defects in 2D materials: point defects 
(vacancies, self-interstitials, dislocations and topological defects) and line defects (grain 
boundaries). All these defects can be present in different 2D materials. However, due to the 
difference in lattice structures and bonding energies, the configurations of these defects may take 
different forms. The family of 2D materials is expanding rapidly [2, 3]. Here, we primarily focus 
on three members of the 2D materials family: graphene, MoS2 and phosphorene, with emphasis 
on three typical types of defects: mono-vacancies, dislocations and grain boundaries. 
 
Vacancies 
Typical configurations for mono-vacancies (MVs) in graphene, MoS2 and phosphorene are 
shown in Fig. 4. It is seen from Fig. 4A that there is only one chemical type of MV in graphene. 
For MoS2, there are two types of MVs: Mo vacancy (VM) and S vacancy (VS), as shown in Fig. 4B. 
For phosphorene, as shown in Fig. 4C, there are two types of MV with the same degenerate energy 
level [95]. An important quantity in discussing vacancies is their formation energy (Ef), which 
essentially dictates their thermodynamic equilibrium concentration. The value of Ef for MV in 
phosphorene is 1.65 eV, significantly smaller than that of graphene of 7.57 eV [95]. Since the 
defect population depends exponentially on Ef, the equilibrium concentration of MVs in 
phosphorene should be exceedingly larger than that of graphene under the same conditions. The 
much lower value of Ef in phosphorene is associated with the inherently softer P-P bonds compared 
with the much stronger C-C bond, and also the curvature effect related to the structural buckling. 
For MoS2, the value of Ef for VS in monolayer MoS2 (from 1.22 to 2.25 eV) is smaller than or 
comparable to that in phosphorene [96, 97]. This may explain the high VS-concentration often 
observed experimentally. Here, the variability of the chemical potential (elemental rich and poor 
conditions) defines the upper and lower bounds of Ef. 
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The mobility of MV is determined by their diffusion energy barrier, Eb. The sequence of Eb for 
MV diffusion in the above 2D materials follows: phosphorene (0.40 eV) < graphene (1.39 eV) < 
MoS2 (VS, 2.27 eV) [95]. Therefore, phosphorene has the lowest value of Eb, which is only one 
third of that of graphene. According to the Arrhenius formula, the hopping rate (v) can be 
calculated by v = vs exp(-Eb/kT), where vs is the characteristic frequency, normally around 1013 Hz, 
k is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature. At room temperature, the rate-limiting 
process of the migration of MV in phosphorene is estimated to be amazingly rapid, around 16 












Another type of defect in 2D materials is dislocation. Configurations for dislocations in 
graphene, MoS2, and phosphorene are shown in Fig. 5. In general, there are two types of 
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dislocations: edge and screw. In the latter case, the Burgers vector points in the out-of-plane 
dimension, turning the 2D layer into a 3D form [98, 99]. The edge dislocation in 2D materials can 
be represented by a pentagon-heptagon pair (5|7) with two basic disclinations, 5−pentagon and 
7−heptagon [96, 97].  Since strain energy of a dislocation is proportional to the square of its 
Burgers vector |b|2, the 5|7 with smallest b = (1, 0) is in general the most energetically favorable 
configuration in 2D materials. For phosphorene, due to its strong structural anisotropy and 
uniquely buckled atomic structure, its 5|7 dislocation is heavily distorted compared with graphene, 
as shown in Fig. 5B. 
                 
(A)           (B) 
          
(C) 
Fig. 5: Dislocation configurations in 2D materials: (A) graphene, (B) phosphorene, and (C) MoS2. 
 
Tri-atomic layer MoS2 brings additional complexity to the dislocation structures [96, 97] . For 
monolayer MoS2, the smallest dislocations can be classified into Mo- or S-rich ones with their 
frontal view resembling 5|7 or 7|5. Owing to the tri-atomic-layer structure of MoS2, the dislocation 
cores are essentially 3D concave polyhedra, as shown in Fig. 5C. Both the strong stress field 
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around dislocation cores and the flexible coordination number of S atoms render the interaction 
between dislocations and point defects (interstitials, vacancies, or substitutions) highly effective, 
endowing rich chemical variability to the core structures. For example, it was shown that a 5|7 
dislocation is able to react with 2 S vacancies to form a 4|6 defect, which is energetically more 
favourable at a certain chemical potential of S. 
In general, dislocations in 2D materials are immobile at room temperature due to high gliding 




Typical grain boundary (GB) configurations in graphene, MoS2, and phosphorene are shown 
in Fig. 6. It is seen that grain boundaries can be considered as an array of dislocations arranged in 
a linear manner. In general, grain boundaries can be classified as low-angle and high-angle grain 
boundaries. For the former, dislocation cores are kept at a certain distance; while for the latter, 
dislocation cores may become crowded and even overlap. It was found that graphene sheets with 
large-angle tilt boundaries that have a high density of defects are as strong as the pristine material 
and are stronger than those with low-angle boundaries having fewer defects [101]. This trend can 
be easily understood by considering the critical bond at the strained seven-membered carbon rings 
that lead to failure; the large-angle boundaries appear stronger because they are able to better 
accommodate these strained rings, through simple cancellation of tensile and compressive strain 
in the grain-boundary dislocation sequence [102, 103]. It was shown that GB strength can either 
increase or decrease with the tilt, indicating that it is not just the density of defects that affects the 
mechanical properties, but the detailed arrangements of defects are also important [104, 105]. For 
polycrystalline graphene containing a network of many GBs, it was shown that grain boundary 
junctions are the weakest link that fails first. As a result, the strength of polycrystalline graphene 
can follow a pseudo Hall-Petch [104] or an inverse pseudo Hall-Petch [105] relation. That is, the 
smaller the average grain size, the higher or lower the strength can be, depending on how 




    (A)                                                      (B)                                         (C)                                                   
Fig. 6: Grain boundaries in 2D materials: (A) graphene, (B) MoS2, the left red is Mo-rich, the right blue is 
S-rich [96]; and (C) phosphorene, where one still can recognize the strongly-puckered 5|7’s [106]. 
 
Typical GBs with the (5|7) dislocation atomic structures have been observed in MoS2. The 
plane view of a GB model is shown in Fig. 6B, in which two grains with a misorientation angle 
of ~20.6° form two GBs with opposite directions because of the trigonal symmetry: one is Mo-
rich labeled as “١” and the other is S-rich labeled as “”. Using this GB model, the calculated 
formation energy is about 2.50 eV/unit, which is nearly the same as its crystalline counterpart 
(~2.53 eV/unit). The very small difference in these two energies may explain the high density of 
GBs in MoS2 observed experimentally. The calculated GB energy is ~ 0.05 eV/Å. This low GB 
energy again signifies the easy formation of GBs in MoS2 [100]. 
Phosphorene, a monolayer of black phosphorus, possesses a puckered honeycomb lattice. 
Currently, grain boundary structures are still unavailable in experimental imaging, and may be 
absent from the available samples. A typical grain boundary structure obtained from first-
principles calculations is shown in Fig. 6C. Based on first-principles calculations, the atomic 
structure and thermodynamic stability of phosphorene GBs were studied [106, 107]. It was found 
that the GBs in phosphorene are energetically stable with formation energies much lower than 
those in graphene [107]. 
 
3.2 Strength and toughness 
Fracture is one of the most prominent concerns for large-scale applications of 2D materials. A 
substantial amount of effort has been dedicated to understanding the fundamental fracture 
mechanisms and exploring ways to enhance the fracture toughness of 2D materials. In this section, 
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we present a brief overview of some recent studies on strength and toughness of 2D materials. A 
more complete review of this subject on graphene can be found in [16]. 
For 2D materials, the theoretical strength is commonly defined as the maximum stress that the 
material can sustain in the absence of any defects. As a representative 2D material, graphene has 
been found to be the strongest material in existence, with a strength as high as 130 GPa (assuming 
a thickness of ~0.335 nm) [4, 47], making it an ideal candidate for many potential applications, 
such as wear-resistance coatings [108], ballistic barriers for body armor [109, 110] and 
reinforcements for novel composites [111, 112]. The strength of pristine graphene and other 2D 
materials with prefect lattices can be reasonably measured or predicted by AFM nano-indentation 
experiments [4, 6, 32], DFT calculations [5, 47, 48, 60-65, 113-117] and MD simulations [57, 66-
68, 86, 118, 119], as summarized in Table III. It was shown from DFT calculations that most 
pristine 2D materials fail via an elastic instability of atomic bonds under in-plane stretch (uniaxial 
or biaxial) or a phonon instability associated with the out-of-plane relaxations of atoms in MoS2 
[61] and borophene [79]. Since fracture of 2D materials involves highly nonlinear deformation 
prior to the rupture of atomic bonds, with strain reaching more than 20%  (see Table III), nonlinear 
elasticity should be taken into account when interpreting the experimental measurements of 
strength in these materials, such as those based on the force-displacement curves from nano-
indentation tests [4, 6, 32]. 
 
Table III. Theoretical strength and critical strain of pristine 2D materials 
2D Materials ߪ௔௖	ሺN/mሻ ߪ௭௖ ሺN/mሻ ߳௔௖  ߳௭௖ 
graphene [47] 32.93 36.23 0.19 0.27 
h-BN [113] 29.04 33.66 0.18 0.29 
MoS2 [61] 15.37 15.13 0.28 0.36 
phosphorene [64] 20.26 12.98 0.08 0.15 
silicene [63] 5.90 6.00 0.15 0.21 
borophene [79] 9.99 4.44 0.27 0.30 
2D silica [115] 35.30 38.30 0.34 0.40 
Note: The subscripts “a” and “z” denote the uniaxial strength or strain in the armchair and zigzag directions, 
respectively. Borophene (monolayer boron) has a triangular lattice structure where armchair and zigzag directions are 
not well defined. Here they are used to represent two typical orthogonal directions.  
 
Most large-scale 2D materials contain various topological defects [120-122] that make the 
prediction of their failure strength extremely challenging [13, 14, 31, 101, 102, 104, 105, 123-
133]. For example, the strength of a bi-crystal graphene is highly dependent on the grain boundary 
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[101, 102, 123], which was recently explained with a disclination dipole theory [102]. For 
polycrystalline 2D materials, the co-existence of grain boundaries, triple junctions, and vacancies 
can significantly complicate their strength prediction. From an experimental point of view, the 
commonly used AFM nano-indentation technique cannot always identify the weakest grain 
boundary or triple junction that governs the failure strength of a sample being tested. Although 
atomistic simulations have been performed to help understand the dependence of strength on grain 
size in polycrystalline graphene, there is not even a qualitative agreement among the reported 
studies [104, 105, 129, 130]. For a polycrystalline graphene with randomly distributed grains, it 
has been found that the failure strength exhibits significant statistical fluctuations following a 
Weibull distribution, according to MD simulations and theoretical modeling based on the 
‘weakest-link’ statistics [130]. This means that, for an accurate prediction of strength, it might be 
necessary to map out all the topological defects in the material, which is not always possible or 
desirable. The findings for graphene are expected to be applicable also for other 2D materials, as 
demonstrated by a recent study on fracture in polycrystalline boron-nitride (BN) sheet [133]. Net 
charge can exist in some defects (such as five-seven rings) in BN sheet [134], whose effect on the 
material fracture has not yet been fully explored in the literature. Defect mobility may also be 
activated in 2D materials made of relatively weak atomic bonds, such as MoS2 and monolayer 
silica [135], especially at high temperature or exposure to irradiation, leading to plastic 
deformation that can strongly affect the fracture properties.  
The strength of 2D materials can also be influenced by out-of-plane deformation induced by 
either external loading [136] or intrinsic topological defects [137-142]. It has been reported that 
graphene under shear loading develops significant out-of-plane wrinkles [136], leading to a failure 
strength around 60 GPa while the shear strength of graphene in the absence of out-of-plane 
deformation is around 97 GPa [136]. A sinusoidal graphene sample with periodically distributed 
disclination quadrupoles exhibited a strength near 30 GPa [141], and pronounced out-of-plane 
deformation due to grain boundaries can dramatically alter the mechanical response of graphene 
[142]. The competition between the out-of-plane and in-plane deformation in an elastic membrane 
is usually characterized by its flexibility, which is known to be determined by the bending stiffness, 
in-plane stretching modulus and sample size. Since the effective bending stiffness and in-plane 
stretching modulus exhibit substantial differences for various 2D materials [29, 46, 71, 115, 143], 
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the out-of-plane effect on fracture is expected to vary substantially across different 2D materials 
and deserves further study. 
Toughness is a key property that characterizes the strength of a material in the presence of an 
existing crack-like flaw. In large scale applications of 2D materials, crack-like flaws (cracks, 
notches, corners and holes) are unavoidable and some of them are even intentionally introduced to 
achieve specific functions, such as water desalination [144, 145], gas separation [146, 147] and 
DNA sequencing [148, 149]. Using a custom designed tension test platform, Zhang et al. [15] 
measured the fracture toughness of graphene as low as 15.9 J/m2 (assuming a thickness of ~0.335 
nm), close to that of ideally brittle materials like glass and silicon. The reported toughness values 
of pristine single-crystal graphene based on atomistic simulations are in general agreement with 
experimental measurements [150-152]. However, the toughness of polycrystalline graphene 
exhibits large scattering [130, 153, 154] and seems to depend on the grain size as well as the 
detailed distribution of topological defects [130, 154]. There are only a few studies on the fracture 
toughness of 2D materials beyond graphene [155, 156], due to a general lack of accurate atomistic 
potentials for MD simulations of 2D materials [67, 68]. Usually, atomistic simulation of fracture 
requires sufficiently large samples that exceed the typical capacity of DFT calculations.  
Since 2D materials are nanoscale thin membranes, tearing is a very important fracture mode 
as well. It has been shown that the tearing process may significantly influence the cleavage of 
multilayer graphene or graphene from a solid substrate [157]. Moura and Marder [158] derived an 
analytical formula to link the fracture toughness and tearing force for a general thin membrane and 
suggested a new way to measure the toughness of graphene through tearing. However, so far there 
has been no systematic study to compare the fracture toughness under in-plane tensile loading and 
tearing. Similar to the shear strength of graphene [136], out-of-plane wrinkles can play important 
roles during crack propagation under shear loading. It was recently demonstrated through MD 
simulations that out-of-plane wrinkles can lead to additional crack nucleation at crack surfaces in 
MoS2 under mixed mode loading [156]. Interesting questions for crack propagation in 2D materials 
include: Is there a well-defined toughness for 2D materials under shear? What is the relationship 
among fracture toughness under different loading conditions, including in-plane tension, shear and 
out-of-plane tearing? 
The intrinsically nanoscale nature of 2D materials also calls for a careful examination of the 
fundamental concept of fracture toughness. It has been shown that the calculated fracture 
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toughness of graphene is higher than its surface energy [150] due to the discrete lattice trapping 
effect [159, 160]. A non-zero surface stress is expected to exist along the free edge of open crack 
surfaces [161]. Furthermore, atomic structure reconstruction from hexagon to pentagon at the 
crack tip has been observed in MD [152] and DFTB [162] simulations of quasi-static crack growth 
in graphene, which can modify the stress field near a crack tip. The additional stress contributed 
by the nanoscale surface effect and atomic reconstruction may alter the energy release rate that 
drives crack propagation and thus influence the fracture toughness of the material. 2D materials 
can have a stable crack as small as a few lattice spacings because of the covalent nature of their 
atomic bonds. As the crack size is reduced to nanoscale, the applicability of Griffith criterion 
requires careful re-examination. Yin et al. [163] found that a local bond strength failure criterion 
seems to perform better than the Griffith criterion for a graphene sheet containing a crack shorter 
than 10 nm. Brochard et al. [164] found a transition from energy-governed (Griffith criterion) to 
stress-governed failure in graphene, and proposed a composite failure criterion including both 
stress and energy.  
 
3.3 Toughening mechanisms 
The low toughness of graphene has raised concerns about the applications of graphene in large-
scale devices where crack-like flaws are inevitable. Similarly low toughness is expected for other 
2D materials. It is thus of great interest to explore ways of toughening 2D materials from both 
fundamental science and engineering points of view. Defect engineering has proven to be a 
versatile approach to enhancing the toughness of classic materials including metals [165, 166] and 
ceramics [167, 168], and may also have great potential for 2D materials. It has been recently 
demonstrated that a graphene containing periodically distributed disclination quadrupole with 
equally spaced positive and negative disclinations, leading to a sinusoidal rippling profile with 
wavelength and amplitude of 4 nm and 0.75 nm, respectively, can be twice as tough as the pristine 
graphene [141]. In comparison, grain boundaries in graphene can lead to an enhancement of 
toughness by up to 50% [154]. Shekhawat and Ritchie [130] showed that polycrystalline graphene 
is tougher than pristine graphene across a wide range of grain sizes. Although the topological 
defects induced toughness enhancement has been reported in graphene, a detailed systematic 
investigation of the toughening mechanism(s) is still lacking [169]. In addition, a trade-off of 
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topological toughening is that it tends to lower the stiffness and failure strength of the material 
[141]. Therefore, there is an urgent need to develop a full theoretical understanding of toughening 
mechanisms to guide the design of tough 2D materials with balanced strength and stiffness. 
Possible toughening mechanisms include interactions of defects with a moving crack, out-of-plane 
deformation and atomic scale bridging [169], as shown in Fig. 7A-C. Very recently, Meng et al. 
[170] investigated crack-dislocation interactions in graphene with theoretical modeling and MD 
simulations, and proposed a formula for the corresponding toughness enhancement. Shekhawat 
and Ritchie [130] also attributed the toughness enhancement in their atomic simulations of 
polycrystalline graphene to crack tip interaction with dislocations at grain boundaries or triple 
junctions. Mitchell et al. [171] studied crack initiation and propagation in a thin elastic membrane 
conforming to a curved rigid substrate, with results showing that the initial curvature and stress 
can dramatically alter crack behavior and even guide the crack path, although the effective 
toughness of a curved thin elastic membrane was not thoroughly discussed. In short, the 
pronounced effects of dislocations and curvature on the crack propagation in a thin membrane can 
be reasonably predicted by continuum mechanics models, which may pave a way for developing 
a theoretical framework to quantify toughness contributions from different mechanisms including 
defects, curvature, nano-cracks and atomic bridging. The motion, interaction and nucleation of 
topological defects may also play important roles in the fracture of 2D materials. 
Another promising method to toughen 2D materials is by introducing patterned cuts, the so-
called kirigami design [172-174]. Graphene kirigami recently created by Blees et al. [9] was found 
capable of undergoing very large stretching strains without failure (Fig. 7D). This finding has 
stimulated interest in designing graphene kirigami as stretchable electrodes, springs and hinges. 
MD simulations have been performed to study the deformation and fracture of graphene [175, 176] 
and MoS2 kirigami structures [177]. In classical fracture mechanics, it has been well documented 
that micro-cracks can have significant shielding effect on a main crack and thus increase the 
fracture toughness [178]. The micro-crack induced toughening has been observed in various 
materials ranging from ceramic [179-181] to bio-composites [182], and may apply also to 2D 
materials. During the loading process, nanoslits introduced in the kirigami design act as 
microcracks and they also cause out-of-plane buckling in the 2D material, especially in the vicinity 
of a crack tip [9, 175-177] (see Fig. 7E), making the local crack tip stress field more complicated 
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even under simple uniaxial tension in the far field. It remains an interesting question as to how 
much toughness enhancement can be achieved through kirigami design. 
 
Fig. 7: Toughening mechanisms in 2D materials. (A-C) Observed mechanisms of toughness enhancement 
due to topological defects in graphene [169]. (D) Highly stretchable graphene kirigami [9]. (E) MD 
simulation snapshots for stress distribution in a stretched graphene kirigami [175]. (F) Flaw insensitive 
fracture in a nanocrystalline graphene sample [153]. (G) Transition from catastrophic to localized failure 
with increasing defect content [183]. Figures adapted from: (A-C) [169], (D) [9], (E) [175], (F) [153], and 
(G) [183]. 
 
A concept closely related to toughness enhancement is flaw insensitivity of a material. Zhang 
et al. [153] investigated fracture of a nanocrystalline graphene with average grain size of 2 nm 
containing a circular or elliptical hole as a pre-existing geometrical flaw through MD simulations 
and theoretical modeling [184, 185]; it was found that the strength of the nanocrystalline graphene 
becomes insensitive to the pre-existing flaw if the strip width falls under 17.6 nm (Fig. 7F). In a 
recent experimental work on crack propagation in a graphene membrane with different 
concentrations of defects, Lopez-Polin et al. [183] showed that the defects can change the 
catastrophic failure of a pristine graphene (i.e., the final crack spanning the whole membrane) to a 
localized failure mode under a nano-indenter, as shown in Fig. 7G. These studies provided a new 
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perspective for designing robust graphene-based devices where a certain concentration of defects 
may be considered desirable, such as the nanoporous graphene for water desalination and gas 
separation. 
 
4. Electromechanical Coupling 
4.1 Electromechanics of graphene and strain engineering 
Many of the properties of graphene are strongly tied to its lattice structure. The large elastic 
deformability of graphene (e.g., 20%) allows for substantial change of the graphene lattice 
structure, therefore opening up fertile opportunities to tailor the electronic properties (e.g., charge 
carrier dynamics) of graphene through mechanical strain. For example, despite its many 
exceptional physical properties, graphene suffers from one key drawback in potential usage in 
electronics – it is gapless in the band structure. Strain engineering has been shown to be a viable 
solution to open a bandgap in graphene. The end goal of using this approach is the development 
of an all-graphene electronic circuit, where the flow of electrons through the circuit can be 
controlled by strain [186].  Despite early erroneous predictions of strain-induced bandgaps at small 
levels of tensile strain [187, 188], recent consensus has emerged that graphene does not exhibit a 
bandgap until more than 20% tensile strain is applied [189], which unfortunately is close to its 
mechanical failure limit. For this reason, other methods have been proposed by using different 
types of inhomogeneous strain, including shear [190] and periodic ripples [191], to open a bandgap 
in graphene. The effects of the intrinsic wrinkles in graphene on its electronic properties have been 
investigated [192, 193], finding that the wrinkles generally reduce graphene’s electrical 
conductivity. While many works have been performed on tuning graphene’s band structure with 
strain, we do not intend to cover all aspects of the strain effects on the electronic properties of 
graphene; comprehensive reviews of graphene’s electronic properties can be found elsewhere [17, 
194-196]. Instead, we focus here on a more recent form of electromechanical coupling – that of 
so-called pseudomagnetic fields (PMFs) that arise in strained graphene.  
Magnetic fields are intrinsic to life on earth, and are important from a condensed matter point 
of view because of the way they impact the motion of electrons. For example, Earth’s magnetic 
field, which originates in its core and extends out into space, has a magnitude on the order of 10-5 
Teslas (T) on the earth’s surface.  For a point of reference, the strongest man-made magnetic field 
recorded on earth is about 100 T [197]. It has recently been experimentally reported that graphene 
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is able to exhibit strong PMFs with intensities up to hundreds of Teslas. These PMFs exhibit both 
similarities and differences in comparison with real magnetic fields. Electrons in graphene that 
exhibits a PMF behave identically to those subject to a real magnetic field. The major difference 
is that while real magnetic fields are space-filling, PMFs only influence electrons in the plane of 
graphene, and do not project a field beyond the planar graphene structure. The initial measurements 
of PMFs in graphene were made on very small graphene bubbles with diameters under 10 nm that 
were formed on a metallic, i.e., Platinum (111) [18] or Ruthenium (0001) [198] substrate (Fig. 
8A). The PMFs were determined experimentally by analyzing the local density of states (LDOS), 
in which the emergence of Landau levels similar to that seen in the presence of a real magnetic 
field can be observed. Other experiments using a scanning tunneling microscope tip to deform 
graphene drumheads via localized strains did not measure PMFs explicitly, but instead inferred 
that the localized deformation led to electronic signatures similar to those expected from quantum 
dots, and also PMFs [19].  It is suggested that bending graphene over the surface features on an 
underlying substrate (e.g., steps or sharp features) also generate PMFs in the locally distorted 
portion of the graphene [199-201].  
 
Fig. 8: (A) (left) STM images of a graphene monolayer patch on Pt(111) with four nanobubbles at the 
graphene-Pt border and one in the patch interior. (right) Topography of theoretically simulated graphene 
nanobubble with calculated pseudomagnetic field distribution. (B) Distribution of the pseudomagnetic field 
in a graphene under equi-triaxial tension. (C) Subject to uniaxial tension, a suitably patterned graphene 
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ribbon can have a rather uniform and strong pseudomagnetic field over a large area. Figures adapted from: 
(A) [18], (B) [202], and (C) [203]. 
From a theoretical point of view, the low energy electronic states of graphene are accurately 
modeled by two decoupled 2D Dirac equations.  If disorder is applied to graphene, for example in 
the form of a mechanical strain, the resulting perturbations to the Dirac equations enter in the form 
of an effective gauge field [204, 205], which bears striking similarity to how a vector potential 
would be added to describe the effect induced on charge carriers by a real magnetic field [202].   



















A      (1) 
where teva F / , t = 2.8 eV is the hopping energy, vF = 106 m/s is the Fermi velocity, e = 1.6×10-19 C is 
the electron charge,  3  is a dimensionless parameter that represents the coupling between Dirac 
electrons and lattice deformation, and ij  represent the components of the strain in the plane of 
graphene. The PMF can then be calculated by BPMF  APMF , whose magnitude can be written 
as [207] 











    (2) 
We note that a review on gauge fields in graphene was recently provided by Vozmediano et 
al. [208], while a very detailed discussion on the derivation of the pseudomagnetic fields in 
graphene as a function of strain starting from the classical tight-binding Hamiltonian was given by 
Ramezani Masir et al [209]. Other recent works have also suggested various modifications and 
corrections to the gauge fields of graphene, including geometric couplings [210], corrections for 
inhomogeneous strain [211], and corrections for atomic scale structural variations that are not 
captured by continuum elasticity [212]. 
The potential to control the motion of electrons in graphene via PMFs opens up opportunities 
to design new electronic device concepts, for which it is highly desirable to have uniform PMFs 
over a large area of planar graphene. However, existing experiments demonstrated PMFs in highly 
localized regions of graphene with a non-planar morphology [18, 19], which poses tremendous 
challenge for experimental control and characterization of the resulting fields. Further challenge 
originates from the dependence of the symmetry of the strain-induced PMF on the strain gradient 
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in graphene. As a result, an axisymmetric strain field in graphene leads to a PMF of rotational 
threefold symmetry [19, 199, 202, 207, 213]. Theoretical insight to generate uniform PMFs in a 
planar graphene comes from Eq. (2), where the PMF magnitude is dependent on the gradient of 
the strain, rather than the strain itself.  This insight has led to various attempts of creating uniform 
PMFs in graphene. One of the first and best-known works proposed to apply equal-triaxial strain 
to atomically thin graphene (Fig. 8B) [202], a technical challenge even prohibitive in bulk 
materials. Other studies have been performed to generate uniform PMFs by bending graphene into 
a circular arc [214, 215]. An interesting study showing the effects of geometry and mechanics on 
the electromechanical coupling was performed by Pereira et al. [216], who found that geometrical 
singularities such as cones can significantly modify the electronic properties in graphene. 
Nonetheless, bending graphene into a circular arc or forming conical shapes leads to non-planar 
contributions to the resulting PMFs.  
Recently, an interesting idea possibly resolving the issue of obtaining tunable, uniform PMFs 
in planar graphene was put forth by Zhu et al [203]. In particular, they proposed using graphene 
ribbons with suitably designed non-uniform width to generate uniform strain gradients (Fig. 8C), 
and thus uniform PMFs in the graphene ribbons.  Specifically, following Eq. (2), the magnitude of 
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, is related to the variation of the ribbon width.  Equation 
(3) further suggests that programmable PMFs of other natures (e.g., linear distribution of PMF) in 
graphene can be achievable by tailoring the ribbon width and thus the strain gradient in graphene. 
The essence of this idea is to program the strain gradient, and thus the PMF in graphene by tailoring 
the geometric shape of the planar graphene, a feasible approach given the recent advances in the 
ability to pattern and functionalize graphene [217-220].  
Progress has also been made on developing multiphysics-based computational methodologies 
to analyze electromechanical coupling, and specifically PMFs in graphene. In such approaches, 
MD simulations are used to calculate the positions of atoms in the graphene lattice in response to 
external forces, at which point rigorous tight-binding calculations [221] are employed to calculate 
the electronic properties, including the local density of states (LDOS) and PMFs in graphene.  This 
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approach has been used to study PMFs in graphene bubbles of similar size and geometry as those 
studied experimentally by Levy et al. [18] and Lu et al. [198], where the potentially dominant role 
of substrate effects on the PMFs, as well as the potentially important role of bending curvature 
[222] on generating large PMFs in small graphene bubbles was revealed [199]. It has also been 
used to study and predict the existence of PMFs in graphene kirigami [175], which were recently 
demonstrated experimentally [9] and computationally [175] to exhibit stretchability that far 
exceeds that of pristine graphene. Such an approach enables an accurate representation of atomic 
scale physics, but results in high computational expense, with the largest systems studied on the 
order of a few tens of thousands of carbon atoms. To address this issue, Zhu et al. [207] have 
developed a bottom-up scalable coarse-grained modeling scheme that allows for high fidelity 
simulations of graphene structures at experimentally-accessible length scales, on the order of 
microns. This coarse-grained modeling scheme has been used to analyze the PMFs in the graphene 
drumhead experiments of Klimov et al. [19] and to investigate the dependence of the stretchabilty 
of graphene kirigami on its geometric parameters [223]. 
Another area for electromechanical coupling involves studying the transport properties of 
graphene due to strain.  Such effects have been investigated experimentally [224] and theoretically 
[225].  The complex nature of this problem requires a computational approach, combining 
mechanical deformation, electronic structure and transport models. Specifically, by coupling MD 
simulations, tight binding calculations of electronic structures, and Landauer-Buttiker transport 
methods [226], electron transport in deformed graphene has been studied, including bubbles [227], 
triaxially stretched hexagons [228], and more recently graphene kirigami [176]. In the triaxially 
stretched graphene hexagon, it was found that the uniform PMF restricted transport to Landau 
level and edge state-assisted resonant tunneling. In the graphene kirigami case, it was found that 
the emergence of PMF at large strain gradients acts as an enabling mechanism to allow electron 
transport for large strains [176].  
In summary, there have been remarkable advances in theoretical understanding of the 
electromechanics of graphene in recent years, which have shed light on the fertile opportunities to 
tailor the electronic properties of graphene via strain engineering.  However, there remains a 
substantial need for experimentalists to demonstrate such potential while simultaneously exploring 




4.2 Phase transitions under mechanical constraints 
The discovery of ultrathin 2D materials [1] has led to an extraordinary amount of interest for 
their fundamentally new physics [229, 230] and potential technological applications [3, 231, 232]. 
2D materials are a diverse family of crystals ranging from graphene [233] and boron nitride [234] 
to single layers of TMDs [92, 231]. In particular, single-layered TMDs have received significant 
attention [92] because some of them are semiconductors, promising for potential applications in 
electronics. TMDs have the formula MX2, where M is a transition metal atom and X is a chalcogen 
atom. Among these 2D TMDs, the Mo- and W-dichalcogenides (group VI TMDs) have attracted 
the most research interest because they are mostly semiconducting [231].  
An intriguing feature of these group VI 2D TMDs is that they can exist in multiple crystal 
structures, each with distinct electrical properties [20, 21, 235, 236]. The two lowest-energy crystal 
structures are often referred to as H and T’ [20, 21, 236]. Under ambient conditions, all Mo and 
W-based TMDs except WTe2 are most stable in H phase, a semiconducting phase with photon 
adsorption band gap between 1 and 2 eV [231]. The semi-metallic T’ phase has been found in 
WTe2 under ambient conditions [235, 237], in MoTe2 at high temperatures [237], and in lithium-
intercalated MoS2 [238].  
Phase switching between a semiconducting phase and a semi-metallic phase is of technological 
importance in phase-change electronic devices, such as phase change memory (PCM). Structural 
phase switching in bulk TMDs has been reported via lithium-based chemical exfoliation [238-
240], using an electron beam [241], and controlling chemical tellurization rate of a Mo film [242]. 
If such a phase control were to be realized in 2D TMDs, phase-change electronic devices may 
benefit from the mechanical flexibility and ultra-thinness of 2D materials, which could reduce the 
energy consumption required for phase switching. Recently, theoretical calculations have shown 
that phase switching in 2D TMDs could be introduced by a variety of stimuli, such as chemical 
doping [243], mechanical deformations [20], heating [21], alloying [21], and electrostatic gating 
[236]. In this section, we highlight some mechanisms to drive such a semiconductor-to-semimetal 
phase change in 2D TMDs, with an emphasis on the importance of mechanical constraints.  
In 2D materials, there exist several different potential mechanical constraints under which a 
phase change could occur. The first one is constant stress, where the stress is fixed at a value (e.g. 
zero) when the phase change occurs. This is analogous to the constant pressure constraint for bulk 
materials.  In this scenario, the lattice constants of the initial and transformed phases can differ and 
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are the lattice constants at zero stress. The constant-stress (zero-stress) condition may apply when 
the 2D material is freely suspended such that the force applied to it is fixed. This constraint could 
also apply for a 2D material on a substrate if the substrate friction is sufficiently small that the 2D 
material is free to slide.  A second type of mechanical constraint is fixed lattice constants, where 
both phases are constrained to the same lattice constants. This condition might be expected to hold 
when the 2D materials have strong interactions with the substrate that prevent the 2D materials 
from sliding. A third possible mechanical constraint applies when the total area of the 2D material 
is fixed, in analogy to the constant volume constraint for bulk materials.  This might be applicable 
when a 2D material is freely suspended with rigidly clamped boundaries. One can also envision 
other types of mechanical constraints, e.g. when one of the in-plane principal tensions is zero and 
the other one is nonzero [20]. This constraint might apply for a film suspended over a trench. 
Which mechanical constraint should apply depends on how the 2D materials interact with the 
substrate or suspending mechanisms. The type of constraint can have an impact on the magnitude 
of the phase boundaries and also the potential to observe a stable mixed phase regime. 
 
Fig. 9: The computed phase diagrams of monolayer MoTe2 under electrostatic gating. These phase diagrams 
predict which phase is more stable given some gate voltage V and dielectric thickness d. The phase 
boundaries of the H and T’ phases vary with the the work function of the gate electrode W. The required 
transition gate voltage is smaller in constant-stress (zero-stress) case (A) than in fixed-lattice case (B). 
Figures adapted from [236]. 
The charge induced by electrostatic gating has been found to have the potential to drive 
structural phase transitions in some 2D TMDs by Li et al. [236]. By developing a density 
functional-based calculation approach, they discovered that the semiconductor-to-semimetal 
structural phase transition between H and T’ phases in monolayer MoTe2 can be driven by a gate 
voltage of several volts. Figure 9 shows the phase diagrams of MoTe2 under electrostatic gating 
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utilizing a capacitor structure. The phase stability was computed with respect to gate voltage V and 
dielectric thickness d for the cases of constant-stress (zero-stress) (Fig. 9A) and fixed-lattice (Fig. 
9B) constraints. The dielectric medium was chosen to be HfO2. The quantitative positions of the 
phase boundaries depend on the work function of the gate electrode W.  The semiconducting H 
phase of MoTe2 is stable between the two phase boundaries, and semi-metallic T’ phase can be 
stabilized with application of sufficiently large positive or negative gate voltage. The phase 
boundaries are closer to ambient condition in the constant-stress case (Fig. 9A) than in the fixed-
lattice case (Fig. 9B). Assuming a dielectric medium of 4.5-nm thickness, the magnitude of 
negative transition gate voltage can be reduced approximately from 4V to 2V if the mechanical 
constraint changes from fixed lattice to constant stress. The transition gate voltage is larger in the 
fixed-lattice case because the energy of the constrained T’ phase is higher than that of the constant-
stress T’ phase, pushing the phase boundary further from ambient conditions. 
 
Fig. 10: Computed phase stabilities of monolayer Mo1-xWxTe2 alloys with respect to temperature and W 
fraction. Stable (top) states include mixed phase regimes (shaded).  Metastable (bottom) states exhibit 
random transition metal atom positions.  When transition metal diffusion is quenched after high temperature 
growth, the metastable diagrams apply; otherwise, the stable diagrams apply. The transition temperatures 
vary by hundreds of degrees when the mechanical constraint changes from fixed lattice (left) to constant 
stress (right). Figure adapted from [21]. 
Duerloo and Reed [21] recently demonstrated that H-to-T’ phase transition in 2D TMDs can 
be driven by heating and the transition temperature is tunable over a range of 0 to 933 K through 
alloying Mo1-xWxTe2 monolayer. Figure 10 shows phase diagrams of the monolayer Mo1-xWxTe2 
alloy. The phase stability is computed with respect to temperature and W fraction. As shown by 
Fig. 10, the phase boundaries are much closer to ambient conditions in the constant-stress case 
(zero stress) than in the fixed-lattice case. For example, the transition temperature can vary by 
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hundreds of degrees at a given W fraction depending on whether the material is at constant stress 
or fixed lattice. 
The important role of mechanical constraints to phase changes in 2D TMDs has also been 
observed in other mechanisms, such as mechanical deformation [20] and chemical doping [243]. 
Duerloo et al. [20] computed the strains required to drive the H-to-T’ phase transition in 2D TMDs 
for several mechanical constraints. A range from 0.3 to 3.0% tensile strain is identified to transform 
monolayer MoTe2 under uniaxial conditions at room temperature, depending on the type of 
constraint. Mechanical deformation could be applied to 2D TMDs using flexible substrates, an 
AFM tip, and other standard experimental approaches. Zhou and Reed [243] studied the potential 
of using chemical doping to realize phase switching between semiconducting H-MoTe2 and semi-
metallic T’-MoTe2. They discovered that the constant-stress (zero-stress) condition pushes the 
phase boundary toward the T’ phase and has the potential to cause the T’ phase favored for some 
types of chemical doping [243]. 
These recent studies demonstrated the potential of dynamic control of the structural phases and 
electrical properties in 2D materials, enabling potential applications in phase-change electronic 
devices with low energy consumption. These studies also showed that mechanical constraints play 
an important quantitative role in the magnitudes of the phase boundaries.   
 
4.3 High pressure/strain effects 
Applying hydrostatic pressure or uni-/biaxial strain to crystalline materials influences atomic 
bond lengths and angles, thus effectively altering phonon and electronic structures. 2D materials 
under pressure or strain exhibit especially unique behaviors thanks to its bond strength contrast 
between strong intra-layer covalent bonds and weak inter-layer van der Waals bonds. Considering 
its atom-thin nature and possible applications for flexible optoelectronic devices, it is crucial to 
understand the effect of pressure or strain on opto-electronic and vibrational properties of 2D 
materials. Hydrostatic pressure can be applied with a diamond anvil cell (DAC) setup (Fig. 11A), 
which offers precise determination and control of pressure, up to extremely high strain levels 
beyond what is typically seen in uniaxial test fixtures. DAC is also compatible with numerable in-
situ measurements, including optical and electrical measurements [244]. 
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Similar to many other crystalline materials, TMDs under pressure experience a blue-shift of 
the Raman modes, due to decreasing bond lengths. For instance, the two signature Raman modes 
of MoS2, in-plane E2g and out-of-plane A1g vibrations, increase in wavelength with pressure-
dependence of ~1.0 cm-1/GPa and ~2.9 cm-1/GPa, respectively [244]. The difference in the 
pressure-dependence originates from the unique van der Waals structure, where the c-axis is 
experiencing much more rapid compression, and therefore the out-of-plane A1g mode is under 
stronger hardening. At a pressure range of 10-19 GPa, MoS2 undergoes a semiconductor-to-metal 
transition where the blue-shift of the A1g mode is drastically reduced. After the metallization 
pressure, both modes experience stronger blue-shift than under lower pressure (Fig. 11B). It is 
noteworthy that, while Raman modes of monolayer MoS2 (A′ and E′ modes) under hydrostatic 
pressure exhibit a blue-shift similar to the case of bulk MoS2 [22], uniaxial strain only has a 
marginal effect on the A′ mode, due to lack of strain in the direction of the c-axis [245, 246]. 
Doubly-degenerate E′ mode splitting was also reported in some uniaxial tensile strain setups [246]. 
In disordered 2D systems, such as Mo1-xWxS2 alloy with randomly dispersed Mo and W at the 
metal atom cites of TMDs, disorder-activated Raman modes were observed in addition to the 
modes of pure end members [247, 248]. More interestingly, some additional disorder-activated 
Raman modes denoted A* and A† were observed only under high pressure, ~8 GPa and ~30 GPa, 
respectively. It is suggested that these modes are inter-layer disorder-related modes, activated 
when the layers are compressed close enough to develop and enhance inter-layer interactions (Fig. 
11E) [249]. 
Electronic structures of 2D materials also evolve according to applied pressure and/or strain, 
allowing pressure/strain to be another degree of freedom to tune the electronic properties, 
sometimes referred to as straintronics. For example, bulk MoS2 undergoes semiconductor-to-
metal transition under hydrostatic pressure, with an abrupt drop of resistivity in an intermediate 
pressure range of 10-19 GPa (Fig. 11C). The band structure calculation of bulk MoS2 with an 
indirect gap of ~1.2 eV was also predicted to monotonically decrease with increasing pressure until 
the gap closure at ~19 GPa [244]. Although the hydrostatic pressure was high enough to close the 
band gap, the metallization was irrelevant to structural phase transition, but an electronic transition 
[244]. The direct bandgap of monolayer MoS2, on the other hand, increases under applied pressure 
with the compressive strain up to 12%, and undergoes direct-to-indirect transition at a pressure of 
~16 GPa. Theoretical calculations predicted that the band gap decreases at higher pressure and 
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eventually metallizes (~68 GPa, Fig. 11D) [22]. In contrast, uniaxial strain applied to monolayer 
MoS2 exhibits a red-shift of photoluminescence (PL) and absorption spectrum peaks, and a 
decrease in PL intensity due to the transition toward indirect band gap [246, 250]. 
Large biaxial strain can be applied to 2D materials such as graphene and MoS2 using a 
pressurized blister test [37, 251]. By applying a pressure difference across a suspended MoS2 
membrane (diameter ~ 5 – 10 µm) transferred onto etched microcavities in silicon oxide, Lloyd et 
al. [37] measured the optomechanical coupling directly using a combination of Raman 
spectroscopy, photoluminescence spectroscopy, and AFM. The pressure difference across the 
membrane deformed the membrane into a circular blister with a biaxial strain at its center, which 
resulted in a red-shift in the optical band gap of -99 meV/% strain, consistent with theoretical 
predictions [252, 253]. This technique enables one to apply biaxial strains as large as 5.6% and 
achieve a band gap shift of ~500 meV. 
Hydrostatic pressure can also enable inter-layer charge transfer in heterostructures, which can 
further tune the electronic properties of 2D materials. In a heterostructure composed of monolayer 
graphene on top of monolayer MoS2, the graphene was p-doped with high carrier concentration 
(~2.7 × 1013 cm-2 at a pressure of 30 GPa), an order of magnitude higher than the charge 
concentration of pristine graphene [23]. This concentration is also comparable to the doping 




Fig. 11: (A) Schematic view of a DAC chamber with multi-layer TMD sample, red ruby pressure calibrate. 
(B) Evolution of bulk MoS2 Raman modes with increasing pressure. (C) Abrupt drop of resistivity with 
increasing pressure clearly indicates metallization of MoS2. (D) Optical band gap evolution of monolayer 
2H-MoS2 under pressure. (E) Pressure-dependence or Raman peaks of bulk Mo1-xWxS2 alloy. (F) Relative 
shift of the Dirac point of graphene with respect to the Fermi level (ΔED; left axis) and carrier concentration 
of graphene induced by charge transfer (right axis) in graphene-MoS2 heterostructure as a function of 













4.4 Piezo- and Flexoelectricity 
Flexoelectricity (FE) is a fairly recent discovery in physics [254-256]. It may be considered as 
an extension of the piezoelectric (PE) effect where PE relates uniform strain to polarization and 
FE relates strain gradients to polarization. These two electromechanical effects have applications 
in the fields of actuators, sensors, and energy harvesters [257-259] among others. Recently, PE 
and FE have been studied in 2D materials, adding to the long list of impressive characteristics of 
this family of materials [260, 261].  Studies of PE in 2D materials have already yielded substantial 
experimental data, but the study of FE in 2D materials is still in its infancy.  
The relation between polarization and strain in materials can be summarized in the equation 
 ௜ܲ ൌ ݁௜௝௞ߝ௝௞ ൅ ߤ௜௝௞௟ డఌೕೖడ௫೗ , (4) 
where ݁௜௝௞ is the PE coefficient, ߤ௜௝௞௟  is the FE coefficient, ߝ௝௞  is the strain, and ߲ߝ௝௞ ߲ݔ௟⁄  is the 
strain gradient [255]. A few studies have theoretically [262-264] and experimentally [265-268] 
explored PE in 2D materials. FE on the other hand is relatively understudied in 2D materials 
although its monatomic thickness affords a potentially greater platform for future studies. The 
main reason for the lack of study in FE is that it is largely unnoticeable in bulk, macro-scale 
materials because large strain gradient requires a large strain difference, which may fracture the 
material. As a result, the gradient of strain is very limited in bulk materials, silencing the FE term 
in Eq. (4). Once nanometer scales are reached, even small strain differences can lead to large strain 
gradients, allowing for an amplification of the FE term in Eq. (4).  
On the theoretical side, there have been a handful of studies exploring the polarization arising 
from curvature of 2D materials. Most studies to date focus on carbon systems [269-271] and 
hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) [25, 272]. Carbon systems, such as curved graphene [260] (Fig 
12A) and graphitic nanocones [271] (Fig 12B), are predicted to have out-of-plane polarization that 
arises from the curvature of sp2 bonds and redistribution of the electron gas in the normal direction. 
In contrast to carbon systems, h-BN tends to have polarization induced by curvature that arises in-
plane. Bilayer h-BN was found to have enhanced electromechanical coupling compared to 
monolayer [272] (Fig 12C), but monolayer h-BN has still been predicted to have non-zero in-plane 
polarization when having a corrugated shape [25] (Fig 12D). FE can also be used to induce PE-
like properties in non-piezoelectric 2D materials if non-symmetric holes are patterned into the 
material [273] (Fig 12E). 
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On the experimental side, studying FE can become challenging even for bulk materials. 
Isolating the FE effect completely from the PE effect is difficult and experimental methods for 
measuring FE coefficients often give results that are orders-of-magnitude different from theoretical 
predictions [255]. To date, the most promising experimental evidence for FE in 2D materials was 
observed using a method called piezoresponse force microscopy (PFM) where a conductive AFM 
tip was brought in contact with a sample to apply an alternating electric field [24]. The electric 
field causes a PE sample to expand/contract due to converse PE and can be measured by vertical 
displacement of the AFM tip. This technique is typically used to study PE materials, but can 
potentially be used to study FE if the electric field originating from the AFM tip is spatially 
varying, taking advantage of inverse FE. Alternatively, as observed for graphene nitride 
nanosheets, triangular holes in the 2D material cause a non-piezoelectric material to exhibit PE-
like behavior as measured using PFM [24] (Fig 12E-H). The proposed origin of the PE-like 
behavior comes from the non-symmetric holes which create strain concentrations and strain 
gradients, thus resulting in a FE effect.  
In summary, the theoretical and experimental study of FE in 2D materials has just begun and 
is full of potential for future discoveries. Very little experimental work has been reported on this 






Fig. 12: Different ways that flexoelectricity can arise in 2D materials. (A) The electron distribution at each 
atomic site in curved graphene nanoribbons is non-symmetric and leads to a net out-of-plane polarization 
[260]. (B) Dipole moments arise at the tips of graphitic nanocones [271]. (C) Bilayer h-BN shows enhanced 
electromechanical coupling between film curvature and in-plane polarization [272]. (D) Polarization can 
occur in-plane in corrugated monolayer h-BN [25]. (E) Film with a symmetric circular hole under tension 
does not experience any polarization whereas film with a non-symmetric triangular hole under tension can 
exhibit a net polarization due to FE effects from strain concentration [260]. (F) A 3D PFM image of 
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graphene nitride nanosheets showing PE-like response that arises from a FE effect with triangular holes 
[24] as illustrated in (E). (G) The amplitude of the PFM response of the graphene nitride nanosheets at the 
contact resonance point measured at various drive voltages [24]. (H) The piezoresponse vs. drive amplitude 
on the graphene nitride nanosheets. A linear relation indicates that there is PE-like behavior present [24]. 
Figures adapted from: (A and E) [260], (B) [271], (C) [272], (D) [25], and (F-H) [24]. 
 
5. Interfacial Properties: Adhesion and Friction 
Graphene and other 2D materials have the highest surface to volume ratios of any class of 
materials. As a result, surface forces are expected to play a significant role as these materials are 
being integrated into microelectronics, MEMS and NEMS devices and composite materials. 
Surface forces are also important when the 2D materials have to be transferred from one substrate 
to another via selective delamination and adhesion. This section presents a brief review of recent 
developments in measuring interfacial properties of 2D materials including adhesion and friction, 
followed by a discussion on the nature of the interaction forces, such as van der Waals, capillary 
effects and the role of surface roughness. 
 
5.1. Adhesion experiments 
The majority of adhesion measurements between 2D materials have been made using blister 
and laminated beam fracture experiments. In some cases, the 2D material is supported by another 
layer in order to make sure that the monolayer does not break prior to delamination between the 
2D material and its substrate. In others, the stress levels are low enough to allow freestanding 
membranes to be used. Examples of the latter approach have come mainly from Bunch’s group 
[26, 251, 274] where a 2D material such as graphene is suspended over micro-cavities etched in 
an oxidized silicon wafer, thereby forming a sealed micro cavity (Fig. 13A). The 2D material is 
transferred using either the “scotch tape“ method [1] or dry transfer utilizing a polymer stamp that 
incorporates films or flakes of the 2D material grown by chemical vapor deposition [275]. Utilizing 
the remarkable gas impermeability of 2D materials [251], one can apply a pressure difference 
across the membrane to deflect it upward or downward depending on the pressure difference.  
Some of the earliest adhesion measurements of graphene to silicon oxide utilized a version of 
the blister test where the number of molecules was constant [26]. In this implementation, the sealed 
micro cavity is filled with a fixed number of gas molecules by diffusing gas through the silicon 
oxide. The external pressure is then lowered, which results in a membrane deflection and volume 
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expansion of the gas in the micro cavity (Fig. 13B). At a critical pressure, the membrane begins to 
delaminate from the substrate and the blister diameter grows (Fig. 13C). Measuring the blister 
diameter as a function of internal pressure allows one to deduce the adhesion energy from a 
membrane mechanics model [26, 276]. Because the pressure in the sealed micro cavity decreases 
with increasing cavity volume, the blister growth is stable. This is in contrast to pressure-controlled 
blister tests which promote unstable crack growth [276]. The stable growth allows multiple 
measurements of the adhesion energy to be made on the same graphene membrane with varying 
blister diameters (Fig. 13C). 
 
Fig. 13: (A) Schematic of the constant N blister test before pressurization, and (B) after pressurization and 
delamination. (C) Atomic force microscope line scans through the center of a pressurized graphene blister 
at varying pressure differences. (D) AFM image (upper) and schematic (lower) of a pressurized graphene 
membrane in the island blister test before and (E) after snap-off. (F) AFM line scan through the center of a 
pressurized graphene membrane in the island blister test. Figures adapted from: (A-C) [26], (D-E) [277], 
and (F) [278].  
A variation of the standard blister test incorporates a micro fabricated inner post to the micro 
cavity [277, 278]. In this case, the graphene is bulged into an annular shape with the graphene 
remaining bonded to the inner post at small pressure differences (Fig. 13D). As the internal 
pressure increases, the graphene snaps off the inner post (Fig. 13E) and then at a higher pressure, 
begins delamination from the outer edge as in the standard blister test (Fig. 13F). The pressure at 
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snap-off is used to measure the adhesion energy to the inner post while the growing blister diameter 
follows the classical blister test [278, 279]. The time reversal of this experiment is to keep the 
outside pressure fixed and let the internal pressure decrease slowly as gas diffuses out of the micro 
cavity. This results in a decreasing height of the blister and a pull-in instability (snap-back) at a 
critical height [277]. The pull-in instability was found to take place at separations of 10-20 nm and 
follow an inverse fourth power traction-separation relation [277, 279], which is consistent with 
van der Waals interactions. 
A compilation of the adhesion energies determined by both the classical and island blister tests 
for single and multilayered graphene membranes is shown in Fig. 14 [26, 274, 278]. Adhesion 
energies of 1 to 5-layer graphene membranes to silicon oxide varied from 0.1 to 0.45 J/m2. The 
measurements for a single flake showed remarkable reproducibility demonstrating that variations 
are not due to measurement error. However, there is considerable spread in values between devices 
[274]. This suggests that the adhesion between graphene and a surface may strongly depend on the 
surface conditions (e.g., roughness, moisture, chemical reactivity, etc.) and further work is needed 
to address this issue.   
 
Fig. 14: Compilation of measured adhesion energy values for 1 to 5-layer graphene membranes ( 1 5n   ) 
[26, 274, 278]. Each symbol represents a different flake. The points with the error bars represent adhesion 
energies from the center post of the island blister test [278].  
Another variant of the blister test for determining the adhesion energy of exfoliated graphene 
to silicon oxide was to scatter nanoparticles on the silicon oxide and then drape graphene flakes 
over them. Measurements of the deformed shape of the graphene flakes allowed the adhesion 
energy (0.151 J/m2) to be extracted from a simple analysis [280]. Strictly speaking, such 
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measurements are truly attributed to adhesion rather than separation energy and can be expected 
to be lower than separation energies if adhesion hysteresis is active. In this context, differences in 
the energies associated with pull-in (adhesion) and snap-off (separation) phenomena can also be 
expected. 
A related approach, which is particularly useful for extracting the adhesion energy between 2D 
materials and compliant substrates, is to make use of wrinkles and buckles that may form 
spontaneously due to in-plane compression or release of a pre-stretched substrate. AFM 
measurements of buckle delamination profiles were used in conjunction with a thin film mechanics 
model to obtain a rough estimate of the adhesion energy (~0.54 mJ/m2) between graphene and 
polyethylene terephthalate (PET) [281]. A similar method was  used to obtain an adhesion energy 
of ~18 mJ/m2 between MoS2 and polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) [282]. Both values are much 
lower than the typical values for van der Waals interactions. The accuracy of this method may be 
improved from both experimental and theoretical sides. Experimentally, the resolution of the AFM 
measurements of the buckling profiles is rather limited due to convolution of the AFM tip and 
relatively sharp ridges of buckling. Theoretically, the mechanics model may be improved by 
considering the deformation of the compliant substrate and potentially large-scale bridging at the 
delamination front. 
Larger scale blister tests on CVD graphene that had been wet-transferred to copper and silicon 
were conducted by Cao et al. [283]. Following transfer, the graphene was reinforced by an epoxy 
layer and separated from the substrates under volume-controlled pressurization. Measurements of 
the blister profile as a function of pressure allowed the separation energies to be extracted from 
mechanics models of a thin membrane or plate, depending on the thickness of the composite film 
specimen (graphene and epoxy) [41]. The separation energies were commensurate with the values 
obtained with exfoliated, single crystal graphene by Bunch’s group [26, 274, 278].  
While blister tests have yet to be used to determine the interfacial properties between CVD 
graphene and its seed copper, this has been achieved by making use of another common fracture 
test, the double cantilever beam (DCB). In this case, a graphene-coated copper foil is sandwiched 
between silicon strips with an epoxy [284] and then separated. At separation rates above 250 µm/s, 
it was found that delamination occurred between graphene and copper, effectively transferring the 
graphene to the epoxy. Below 25 µm/s, delamination occurred between graphene and the epoxy. 
The separation energies associated with delamination along the graphene/copper and graphene 
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epoxy interfaces were 6 and 3.8 J/m2, respectively. This selective delamination appears to have 
been facilitated by the rate dependence of the graphene/epoxy interface, which, if recent 
experiments on silicon/epoxy interfaces can be used as a proxy, suggests that the separation energy 
of the graphene/epoxy interface becomes higher than that of the graphene/copper interface above 
a characteristic separation rate. Such a rate dependence is most likely an interfacial effect, limited 
to the epoxy interphase, as the behavior of the bulk epoxy should be firmly in the glassy regime 
for the strain rates that are active at the separation front.  
Selective delamination has also been observed for graphene-coated copper films on silicon 
wafers [285, 286]. In this case, the silicon substrate on which the copper and graphene are 
deposited forms one of the reinforcing layers and the second silicon strip is bonded to the copper 
foil with an epoxy. Yoon et al. [285] obtained a separation energy of 0.72 J/m2. In the experiments 
by Na et al. [286], higher separation rates led to delamination along the silicon/copper interface at 
1.7 J/m2 compared to 1.5 J/m2 for delamination along the graphene/copper interface at lower 
separation rates. The lower separation energy for graphene on copper film, as opposed to the 
copper foil, appears to be due to the lower surface roughness of the copper film following 
deposition of the graphene. 
Another method to measure graphene adhesion is based on nanoindentation experiments. AFM 
has been widely used for adhesion measurements [287-289] due to the high-resolution imaging of 
surfaces and accurate measurement of interaction forces and displacements it provides. To convert 
the adhesion force measured by AFM to adhesion energy, a contact mechanics model is required. 
A number of such models have been developed including the well-known Johnson-Kendall-
Roberts (JKR) [290], Derjaguin-Muller-Toporov (DMT) [291] and Maugis [292] models, which 
typically consider the interactions between an ideal sphere and an atomically flat surface. Due to 
the fact that the shape of a conventional AFM tip is typically not spherical and can be challenging 
to measure, a microsphere probe that can be attached to a tipless AFM cantilever has been used in 
adhesion studies [293, 294]. Recently, Jiang and Zhu [295] developed a similar method to measure 
adhesion between graphene and different materials (Fig. 15). The adhesion force between 
graphene and the spherical tip was measured by AFM in the force spectroscopy mode, and then 
the adhesion energy was calculated using the Maugis-Dugdale model. Their work addressed two 
challenges for measuring graphene adhesion using AFM: surface roughness of the AFM tip and 
pull-off instability that can occur during the experiment. To address the first challenge, a graphene 
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flake was placed on top of an atomically flat mica substrate, which eliminates the effect of surface 
roughness due to the substrate, while the effect of surface roughness of the spherical tip was treated 
by the modified Rumpf model [296, 297]. To address the second challenge, their analysis showed 
that the adhesive force gradient is much larger than the cantilever stiffness but smaller than the 
contact stiffness. Hence, while the pull-off instability does occur, the pull-off force provides a 
reasonable estimate of the adhesion energy. Using the AFM-based method, adhesion energies of 
monolayer graphene to SiO2 and Cu tips were obtained as 0.46 and 0.75 J/m2, respectively. 
 
Fig. 15: (A) Side view of a microsphere tip on an AFM cantilever. (B) AFM measurements on a monolayer 
graphene flake. The grid shows 16 blocks and the force measurement was taken at the center of each block 
(denoted by the cross).  (C) A typical AFM force profile with a silicon oxide sphere. Figures adapted from 
[295]. 
While classical contact mechanics analyses such as JKR and DMT can be used to extract 
adhesion and separation energies, the Maugis analysis assumes a traction-separation relation for a 
contacting pair in form of a hat function, rising sharply to the strength of the interface and then 
decaying to zero at a critical separation as the range of the interaction is exceeded. Additional 
information than just AFM force profiles, such as the contact radius [298], or assumptions [299] 
are required to extract the strength and the range of the hat-shaped interaction function. On the 
other hand, displacement-controlled nanoindentation experiments [300, 301] can provide much 
richer force profiles without the pull-off instability and allow the traction-separation relation to be 
extracted by comparing the measured force profiles with associated numerical analysis [302]. This 
method was recently used by Suk et al. [303] to compare the force profiles for a diamond tip 
indenting mono-, bi- and trilayer graphene membranes that had been transferred onto silicon oxide 
substrates. Bare silicon oxide and highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) were also considered. 
As the number of graphene layers was increased, there was a transition in the adhesive interactions 
between the tip and the surfaces from that of bare silicon oxide to that of graphite. Examples of 
the force profiles are shown in Fig. 16 for silicon oxide, monolayer graphene and graphite during 
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approaching and withdrawal in a dry nitrogen environment. On approaching, there was a snap 
which was associated with water bridge formation. The extent of this snap was greatest for bare 
silicon oxide (Fig. 16A), which is hydrophilic; it diminished as the number of graphene layers 
increased and was completely absent for graphite (Fig. 16C), which is hydrophobic. These 
observations suggest that graphene partially screened the force field between the diamond tip and 
the silicon oxide. The measured force profiles were compared with finite element method (FEM) 
based numerical simulations that accounted for the interactions between the probe and the target 
surfaces as well as between graphene and silicon oxide. The traction-separation relations that were 
required to bring the numerical and experimental force profiles into agreement suggested that both 
van der Waals and capillary forces were at play. These two effects can be seen clearly in Fig. 16 
during withdrawal with the sharp drop from the peak tensile force being associated with van der 
Waals forces while the long tail that follows is likely due to thinning of capillary bridges. 
 
Fig. 16: Force profiles from displacement-controlled nanoindentation with a diamond tip indenting (A) 
bare silicon oxide, (B) monolayer graphene on silicon oxide and (C) HOPG in a dry nitrogen environment. 
The force profiles are compared with ones obtained from FEM simulations that accounted for interactions 
between the probe and target surfaces as well as between graphene and silicon oxide. Figures adapted from 
[303]. 
Adhesion or separation energies, by themselves, do not provide sufficient information as to the 
nature of the interactions between surfaces. The processes of adhesion and separation can be 
described by traction-separation relations (TSRs) as in cohesive zone modeling of nonlinear 
fracture mechanics [304, 305]. The TSR of an interface provides a functional form of the 
interaction during fracture, with which the interfacial strength and the range of interaction can be 
determined in addition to the adhesion energy or fracture toughness of the interface. The interfacial 
TSRs can be obtained directly or indirectly from experiments [306]. Recently, Na et al. [27] 
reported  measurements of the TSRs between wet-transferred, CVD grown graphene and the native 
oxide surface of silicon substrates by combining the DCB experiments with interferometry 
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measurements (Fig. 17A). The deduced TSRs (Fig. 17B) exhibited a much longer range (greater 
than 100 nm) than those normally associated with van der Waals forces. Similar to the 
displacement-controlled nanoindentation measurements [303], the TSRs suggest that interaction 
mechanisms other than van der Waals forces should be considered for adhesion of graphene and 
other 2D materials, as discussed further in Section 5.4.  
 
Fig. 17: (A) Schematic of a DCB experiment with Infrared (IR) crack opening interferometry. (B) The 
obtained traction-separation relations. TSR1 and TSR2 are the traction-separation relations used in the finite 
element analyses of tests 1-2 and test 3, respectively. Figures adapted from [27]. 
 
5.2 Friction and wear 
The application of 2D materials to the field of lubrication [307-312], wear-prevention [313-
315], and adhesion reduction [316] has been of recent interest in the field of nanotechnology. These 
materials have very high in-plane elastic moduli and high strengths [4, 13] as well as being 
chemically inert under most conditions [317-319]. Specifically, graphene has been used in 
tribological applications as it is derived from graphite, one of the most effective solid lubricants 
for engineering applications. Graphene, when applied to a surface, can substantially reduce friction 
at just one atomic layer, and approaches the low friction achieved using bulk graphite at four layers 
of graphene [309]. However, the extremely low bending stiffness of graphene has been thought to 
result in higher friction when the graphene lubricates a low adhesive material, or when the adhesive 
forces between the sliding asperity (typically an AFM tip) and the topmost graphene layer exceed 
the graphene interlayer cohesive forces [320]. Chemically modified graphene would increase the 
resistance to out-of-plane bending [321], and thus was thought to possibly reduce friction. 
However, in almost every case, friction was observed to increase on chemically modified 
graphene, when compared to that measured on pristine graphene [321-325]. Additionally, as 
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shown in Fig. 18A chemical modification of graphene was detrimental to the excellent wear 
properties of pristine graphene, despite the fact that all chemical modifications did not increase the 
defect density or change the coverage of the graphene film on the surface of interest [324]. To 
understand this, three example studies on chemically modified graphene were examined, including 
friction of fluorinated graphene, friction and wear of graphene oxide using colloid probes, and 
stress-assisted wear of graphene oxide using thermal probes. The results showed that the change 
in mechanical properties of the graphene, altered through chemical modification, are likely less 
influential than the change in the local chemistry that results from this modification. 
 
Fig. 18: (A) Variance of friction for pristine graphene, oxidized graphene, and hydrogenated graphene on 
a SiO2 substrate. (B) Friction of fluorinated graphene and pristine graphene on a polycrystalline copper 
substrate. (C) Evolution of the friction coefficient for fluorinated graphene with increasing fluorination 
time. (D) Surface energy corrugation determined from MD simulations with increasing amount of fluorine 
on the surface. Figures adapted from: (A) [325] and (B – D) [322]. 
Fluorination of graphene, or single layers of polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) with one of the 
lowest friction and adhesive surfaces, changes the bonding state of the carbon atoms from sp2 in 
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pristine graphene to sp3 when the fluorine groups are attached to the graphene sheets [326]. The 
interlayer spacing for graphene fluoride is 1.24 nm [327] compared with 0.335 nm for pristine 
graphene. Thus the bending modulus of one layer of fluorinated graphene would be approximately 
the same as four layers of pristine graphene [321]. However, several studies have found that 
friction on fluorinated graphene increases substantially compared with pristine graphene [321, 
322]. Figure 18B shows that the friction coefficient is increased for fluorinated graphene compared 
with pristine graphene, both measured on a polycrystalline copper substrate. Additionally, 
adhesion was found to decrease on fluorinated graphene compared with pristine graphene [321]. 
Thus the differing bending stiffness cannot be used to explain the increased friction of fluorinated 
graphene. 
Two mechanisms for the friction observed on fluorinated graphene have been proposed, 
primarily supported by atomistic simulations. As depicted in Fig. 18D for the first model, the 
corrugation in the surface energy landscape in fluorinated graphene increases significantly 
resulting from the change in bonding state of the carbon atoms from sp2 to sp3 [328], as well as the 
introduction of the highly polarized fluorine atoms on the surface [322, 328]. Thus, the static 
coefficient of friction, as well as the average kinetic friction force increases substantially from the 
change in potential energy landscape. The second model, which is more globally applicable to 
chemically functionalized graphene, including fluorinated graphene and graphene oxide, suggests 
that friction increases because of an increase in atomic-scale roughness on the surface [329]. 
However, surface roughening of graphene through chemical modification was observed to saturate 
at low coverages, and perhaps cannot fully explain the increase in friction observed in Fig. 18 B-
C. 
Similar to fluorinated graphene, graphene oxide has emerged as an excellent lubricant that is 
significantly lower in cost than graphene to produce, as it can be produced through chemical 
exfoliation of graphite oxide [330]. Both the elastic modulus and strength of graphite oxide can be 
significantly improved by reducing the thickness to atomic dimensions, which effectively reduces 
the number of defects contained within the material [331]. However, graphene oxide still exhibits 
higher friction [323, 324] and lower resistance to wear than pristine graphene [324]. The reduction 
in the ability of graphene oxide to perform as well as pristine graphene was attributed to an increase 
in the interfacial sheer strength, or the stress required for two layers of graphene oxide to slide past 
each other [324]. This change in interfacial strength was attributed to a greater number of 
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intercalated functional groups. Furthermore, at low oxidation treatments, the low number of 
functional groups resulted in a strongly reduced interfacial shear strength. Thus, although the 
increased bending stiffness and defect density can influence friction, the mechanochemical 
interaction between the sliding surfaces appears to have a stronger influence on the friction 
properties of graphene oxide films. 
 
Fig. 19: (A) Reduction of chemically modified graphene using load applied with a sliding AFM tip. (B-C) 
Friction force measurements of reduced graphene oxide. (D) Friction evolution over time for various loads 
measuring the reduction of graphene oxide in situ. (E) Reduction evolves as a first-order reaction. (F) 
Reaction rate as a function of applied contact stress. Figures adapted from [332]. 
The mechanochemical interactions between the scanning probe tip and the functionalized 
graphene surface also significantly impact wear during the sliding process. A number of recent 
works on single asperity sliding in various silicon and carbon material systems suggests that tip 
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wear occurs atom-by-atom following an Arrhenius process [333, 334]. Felts et al. [332] 
investigated how chemically functionalized graphene surfaces wear when in contact with a sliding 
nano-asperity. Figure 19A shows a schematic of the technique, where a tip scans on a region of 
chemically modified graphene at a defined normal load, and the composition of the graphene 
surface is interrogated in situ via lateral force friction measurements. Monitoring friction changes 
over time provides a measure of the dynamics of oxygen group cleavage from the graphene basal 
plane (Fig. 19 B-D), which develops as a first-order chemical reaction (Fig. 19E) due to the finite 
concentration of functional groups on the surface. Increasing the stress at the interface dramatically 
speeds up the removal process (Fig. 19F), and the exponential increase in the wear rate suggests 
that wear in this system is a stress-assisted chemical reaction. 
Although evidence is growing for the stress-assisted chemical reaction model in atomic scale 
wear, many assumptions inherent to the model remain untested. A modified Arrhenius relationship 







baexp0  (5) 
where 0k  is a pre-factor set by the attempt frequency of the bond, aE  is the thermal activation 
energy of the bond at zero force, Bk  is Boltzmann’s constant, T  is the temperature, and  bf E  
captures how force applied to a bond modifies the thermal activation barrier. The recent studies of 
mechanochemical wear use the Zhurkov model to describe the effect of force, aVf  , where   
is the applied stress derived from the applied load using a contact mechanics model and aV  is the 
activation volume loosely defined as a volume over which the stress acts. Bell’s model describes 
similar bond scission behavior in molecule pulling experiments, which states   xFFf bb  , where 
bF  is the force exerted on the bond and x  is the reaction path. In both models, the applied load 
linearly reduces the thermal activation barrier, which can only be true assuming that the applied 
load does not significantly alter the physical structure of the molecules under investigation (i.e., 
the molecular system is infinitely stiff). Relaxing this assumption would lead to more complicated 
mechanochemical models, where the applied load shifts the observed energy barrier in a strongly 
non-linear fashion [335].  
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Unraveling precisely how the mechanochemical wear develops requires increasingly complex 
experimental measurements that can observe wear rates with atomic resolution, while controlling 
applied load, the sliding velocity, and tip-surface temperature. Further, fully describing wear as a 
chemical reaction requires knowledge of what the reactants and products are, and how one evolves 
towards the other, which would require integration of additional in situ spectroscopy techniques 
[336]. These observations would have a number of important implications for engineering surfaces 
to reduce friction and wear at the atomic level, where chemical interactions between sliding 
interfaces play a significant role relative to the mechanical properties of those surfaces that 
dominate friction and wear at larger scales. MD simulations of atomic-scale friction and wear 
would also provide critical insights into the temporal and spatial evolution of the precise 
interaction forces between tip and surface atoms, which could vastly improve atomic-scale contact 
mechanics models for wear at interfaces [337]. 
 
5.3 van der Waals interactions 
It is well known that individual layers of graphene in bulk graphite are held together by van 
der Waals (vdW) forces with an equilibrium separation of ~0.335 nm. Similar interactions are 
expected between graphene and its supporting substrate. Indeed, DFT calculations have confirmed 
vdW interactions between graphene and silicon dioxide [338, 339], with an adhesion energy of 
~0.3 J/m2 and an equilibrium separation of ~0.3 nm. The interaction energy, calculated as a 
function of separation [339], is minimized at the equilibrium separation but has a relatively long 
tail (Fig. 20A), revealing the nature of dispersion interactions. Such interactions can be included 
in MD simulations using the empirical Lennard-Jones (LJ) potential for pairwise particle-particle 
interactions. In particular, for a monolayer graphene on a silicon oxide substrate, the interaction 

















 , (6)  
where the summation takes both Si-C and O-C interactions into account with the subscript i 
representing C and j representing Si or O, ij  and ij are the parameters for the pairwise 
interactions, j  is the number density of Si or O atoms in the substrate ( 0.25Si nm-3 and 
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0.50O nm-3 in SiO2), and A0 is the area of a unit cell of graphene. However, it was noted that 
the adhesion energy is underestimated by several empirical force fields (e.g., UFF, Charmm and 
Dreiding) as shown in Fig. 20A [339]. Eq. (6) may be further simplified to a two-parameter form 
















vdWU , (7)  
where 0  is the adhesion energy and 0  is the equilibrium separation. 
 
Fig. 20: (A) Interaction energy between graphene and silicon oxide, calculated by DFT and empirical force 
fields. (B) Normalized traction-separation relation with two parameters (adhesion energy 0  and 
equilibrium separation 0 ). Figures adapted from (A) [339] and (B) [340]. 
An immediate application of the continuum approximation in Eq. (7) is the associated traction-
separation relation:  ddU vdWvdW )( , as shown in  Fig. 20B. Such a traction-separation 
relation has been used to model adhesion and delamination of graphene at much larger scales such 
as graphene bubbles and blisters [277-279, 341]. The peak traction, often called the interfacial 
(tensile) strength, is directly related to the two basic parameters as: 00max /466.1   . The range 
of vdW interactions typically extends to a few times of the equilibrium separation, although the 
pull-in instability observed in the island blister test [277] indicated much longer ranges (up to 10-
20 nm). The continuum model was also used to predict the morphological corrugation of substrate-
supported graphene [340], where the monolayer membrane could be fully conformal, partly 
conformal or non-conformal to the substrate surface depending on the surface roughness and the 
adhesive interactions. Moreover, the effective adhesion energy was found to depend on the surface 
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roughness and corresponding graphene morphology [342], which led to apparently lower adhesion 
energy for multilayered graphene [26].  
As discussed in Section 2.3, thermal rippling is inevitable for freestanding graphene. When 
placed on a solid substrate, the adhesive interactions between graphene and the substrate could 
considerably suppress thermal rippling. Meanwhile, the statistical nature of thermal rippling 
introduces an entropic repulsion to the graphene-substrate interactions. By statistical mechanics 
analysis and MD simulations [343], it was predicted that the equilibrium average separation 
increases and the effective adhesion energy decreases with increasing temperature, as a result of 
the entropic effect of thermal rippling. The temperature dependence of adhesion has yet to be 
confirmed experimentally for graphene and other 2D materials.  
By smearing out the discrete structures of graphene and its substrate, the continuum 
approximation of the vdW interactions predicts zero resistance to graphene sliding along the 
interface. Experimentally, strain-dependent sliding friction was observed between graphene and 
silicon oxide [344], which was attributed to the close conformation of graphene to the surface 
roughness of the substrate. An intimate relationship between adhesion and friction may be 
established for graphene by considering the effects of surface roughness on the vdW interactions 
during sliding. On the other hand, relatively low sliding friction of graphene flakes on an 
atomically flat surface was predicted by atomistic simulations [345], which included other 
mechanisms (e.g., bond breaking/formation) in addition to vdW interactions. 
It is expected that vdW interactions are equally important for interfacial properties of other 2D 
materials and for interactions between different atomic layers in heterostructures of 2D materials 
[346]. For example, vdW interactions during epitaxial growth of graphene on h-BN defined the 
preferential growth directions [347]. The vdW interactions between graphene and h-BN led to a 
commensurate-incommensurate transition and surface reconstruction with locally stretched 
graphene separated by incommensurate regions [348]. The so-called self-cleansing mechanism, 
which led to atomically flat interfaces between 2D materials (free of contamination) [349], was 
also attributed to relatively strong vdW interactions between certain pairs of 2D materials (e.g., 
graphene and MoS2) [350]. A pick-and-lift technique was demonstrated to mechanically assemble 
different 2D materials into a heterostructure [351], which relied on the relative strength of vdW 




5.4 Other interaction mechanisms 
Besides van der Waals interactions, other interaction mechanisms between graphene and its 
substrates may be active, as suggested by growing experimental evidence including: (1) A wide 
range of values have been reported for the adhesion energy of graphene: 0.1 to 0.45 J/m2 on silicon 
oxide [26, 27, 274, 280], 0.7 to 1.7 J/m2 on seed copper films [285, 286], up to 6 J/m2 on seed 
copper foils [284], and ~3.4 J/m2 for graphene cured on epoxy [284]. Values of adhesion energy 
greater than 1 J/m2 cannot be attributed to van der Waals interactions alone. (2) The traction-
separation relations extracted from experiments had much lower strength but longer range of 
interactions compared to those predicted for the van der Waals interactions [27, 284, 286]. (3) The 
adhesion/separation energy, strength and range of the interactions between graphene and its 
substrates were found to be dependent on the loading conditions in terms of the fracture mode-mix 
[283, 352, 353] and loading rate [284]. 
Theoretical understanding has been lacking on the interaction mechanisms beyond van der 
Waals. Gao et al. [354] considered the effect of water in their MD simulations and found that the 
presence of a thin layer of water at the interface could potentially extend the range of interaction 
by capillary bridging but the adhesion energy would remain low due to the relatively weak 
interactions between graphene and water. Higher adhesion energy of graphene under mixed-mode 
conditions was attributed to a toughening mechanism due to asperity locking of rough surfaces 
[352, 353]. More recently, Kumar et al. [341] suggested that discrete, short-range interactions 
originating from reactive defects on the surface of silicon oxide could be responsible for the 
ultrastrong adhesion as well as the high shear strength against sliding under mode II conditions. 
The rate effect, while not well understood at the moment, has facilitated selective transfer of 
graphene from seed copper foil [284]. It is most likely related to an interphase region that develops 
in the epoxy close to the graphene membrane, whose properties are quite different from those of 
the bulk epoxy [355]. 
While the interactions between graphene and target substrates may be complicated by capillary 
and contamination effects, the interaction between CVD graphene and its seed copper is expected 
to be due solely to vdW forces. However, the separation energy of 6 J/m2, strength of 1 MPa and 
range of 24 µm obtained from the experiment [284] are far removed from the characteristics of 
vdW forces. It was noted that the CVD graphene conforms almost perfectly to the copper foil 
surface, forming regular ridges with a root-mean-square (RMS) roughness of about 10 nm within 
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each copper grain. The surface roughness of the seed copper foil increases at larger spatial scales 
due to features produced during the fabrication of the foil itself. At millimeter scales, the RMS 
roughness of copper foil is about 0.8 µm. The surface roughness of graphene grown on copper 
films deposited on silicon wafers is much smaller and so was the separation energy [286]. Thus 
the effect of rough surfaces needs to be considered in further studies to close the gap between 
experimental data and the current understanding of interactions between 2D materials and their 
substrates (both seed and target). 
Surface roughness appears to have played a role in the variation of interfacial toughness with 
fracture mode-mix between graphene and a target copper or silicon substrate [352]. Blister tests 
are inherently mixed mode in nature with both normal and shear tractions at the interface near the 
crack front [356]. The phase angle ( ) of fracture mode-mix is generally defined by the ratio of 
the shear traction   to the normal traction   (tension) at the interface, i.e.,  /tan  . By 
varying the thickness of the backing layers in their blister tests, Cao et al. [352] showed that the 
interfacial toughness between graphene and both substrates (Cu and Si) had a strong dependence 
on the fracture mode-mix as shown in Fig. 21. Similar to the interfacial fracture between bulk 
materials [357], the interfacial toughness of graphene increases with increasing mode-mix for both 
positive and negative shear tractions. In the absence of plasticity effects, the most likely 
explanation of this effect is asperity locking [358] due to the surface roughness of the substrates. 
 
Fig. 21: The dependence of interfacial toughness on mode-mix for interactions between (A) graphene and 
polished copper, (B) graphene and silicon. The steady state toughness is a function of the mode-mix phase 
angle as:     SSSSSS  0 , where 0SS  is the mode-I toughness for 0 . Figures adapted from 
[352]. 
Recently, Cao et al. [353] devised a scheme to extract the mixed-mode traction-separation 
relations by blister tests. Graphene grown by CVD was backed by a photoresist film and transferred 
to a highly polished copper substrate from its seed copper foil. The graphene/photoresist composite 
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film was then pressurized with deionized water through a hole in the substrate. The blister profiles 
and normal crack opening displacements (NCOD) were measured by two microscopes with 
synchronized cameras. Different mixed-mode conditions were again achieved by varying the 
thickness of the epoxy backing layer. Cohesive zone models associated with traction-
separation relations were then developed to study the damage initiation and crack propagation 
under various mixed-mode conditions. The interactions between graphene and copper were 
found to be stronger in all respects than those associated with photoresist and copper. Because the 
monolayer graphene was sandwiched between photoresist and copper, this result suggested that 
graphene was not transparent to interactions between photoresist and copper, but opaque. 
The mixed-mode interactions in general range from pure mode I ( 0 ) to pure mode II (
90 ) cases. Traction-separation relations for nominally mode-I interactions between CVD 
graphene and the native oxide surface of silicon substrates were obtained by the DCB experiments 
(Fig. 17) [27]. In the pure mode II case, the normal traction at the interface is zero or negative 
(compression), while the shear traction is related to the relative sliding displacement, similar to 
friction. Like the normal adhesive interactions (mode I), the friction-like shear interactions (mode 
II) can also be described by traction-separation relations. For example, Jiang et al. [281] assumed 
a linear relation followed by a constant shear traction in their analysis of interfacial sliding of 
monolayer graphene flakes on a stretchable substrate (PET). Based on their measurements using 
in-situ Raman spectroscopy (Fig. 22), the interfacial shear strength was found to range between 
0.46 and 0.69 MPa. Moreover, the maximum strain that can be transferred to graphene by 
stretching the substrate depends on the interfacial shear strength and the graphene memberane size. 
More recently, a similar traction-separation relation for shear interactions was used to understand 
cracking of polycrystalline graphene on copper foil under tension [359], where regularly spaced 
channel cracks were observed in the graphene during tension tests in a scanning electron 
microscope (SEM). The density of the channel cracks increased with increasing strain applied to 
the copper foil until a minimum spacing was reached. The increasing crack density was understood 
as a result of sequential channel cracking as in elastic thin films [360]. The minimum crack spacing 
was related to the interfacial shear strength by a classical shear lag analysis, yielding a shear 
strength of 0.49 MPa for the CVD graphene on copper foil. This value is similar to those obtained 
by Jiang et al. [281] for exfoliated graphene flakes on PET, although the underlying mechanisms 
may differ in the two cases. Further studies are needed to understand the mechanisms and to unify 
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the normal (adhesive) and shear (frictional) interactions within a general framework of mixed-
mode interactions for graphene and other 2D materials. 
 
Fig. 22: (A) Evolution of the 2D Raman spectrum of a monolayer graphene as a function of the applied 
strain to the PET substrate. (B) Strain distributions in a monolayer graphene, comparing the Raman 
measurements (symbols) with a nonlinear shear lag analysis (lines). Figures adapted from [281]. 
 
 
6. Applications  
This section briefly reviews a few applications of 2D materials where mechanics and mechanical 
properties play important roles, including synthesis and transfer, graphene origami and kirigami, 
flexible and biomedical applications. 
 
6.1 Synthesis and transfer 
When graphene was first isolated by stripping it from graphite with scotch tape, it was only 
available as small flakes with in-plane dimensions on the order of tens of microns [361] and there 
was little control over monolayer production. While such sizes were sufficient for establishing 
many of the unique properties of graphene, the extension to larger areas was clearly desirable in 
order to meet the expectations raised by such success. CVD turned out to be the most successful 
method of producing large area, monolayer graphene and was accomplished on thin (~35 µm) 
copper foils [362-364] and related metal foils such as commercially available Cu-Ni foils [318] to 
produce large area graphene, up to meters in the in-plane dimension [365]. Graphene produced in 
this way is compatible with roll-to-roll manufacture of graphene and its integration with flexible 
electronics applications. Graphene has also been grown on copper films (~1 µm thick) [366] that 
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has been deposited on silicon wafers. In this case, the objective is to integrate graphene with very-
large-scale integration (VLSI) electronics applications. Integration of graphene devices with 
silicon technology can benefit from both the maturity of silicon technology and the outstanding 
electronic, optical, thermal and mechanical properties of graphene. However, the high temperature 
growth of graphene is not compatible with silicon processing [121, 367, 368]. For these reasons, 
controlled transfer of graphene from its growth surface onto target substrates is crucial for enabling 
graphene to be integrated with silicon technology. 
Transferring large-area graphene to its target substrate was first achieved by “wet transfer” 
where the seed copper foil is etched away [275]. Another option is an electrochemical process 
[369] that generates bubbles at the graphene/copper interface and separates the graphene from the 
foil. These processes have been incorporated in the production of large-scale graphene on polymer 
films as transparent electrodes for flexible applications [370-373]. However, etching is wasteful 
of copper, and both processes are relatively slow and may contaminate the graphene. Thus, a return 
to dry transfer as embodied in the original scotch tape method is attractive. 
A few reports of dry transfer have appeared in the literature. The first one by Yoon et al. [285] 
demonstrated the possibility of transferring graphene from a copper film on silicon to epoxy using 
a DCB setup. Measurement of a separation energy of ~0.7 J/m2 was also made in the process. By 
exploring a wide range of separation rates on a graphene coated copper foil sandwiched between 
silicon strips with epoxy, it was possible to control delamination paths to occur along the 
graphene/epoxy interface at relatively low separation rates but along the graphene/copper interface 
at higher rates [284]. It was postulated that the selective delamination was made possible by the 
rate dependence of the interactions between graphene and epoxy. As with other substrates [355], 
an interphase region is formed in the epoxy close to the graphene monolayer, whose mechanical 
and adhesive properties differ from the bulk. In fact, the interfacial toughness increases with rate, 
opposite to the behavior of bulk epoxy, to such an extent that the separation energy and strength 
of the graphene/epoxy interface becomes greater than that of the graphene/copper interface, 
thereby causing the latter interface to fail. At smaller spatial scales, the use of polymers and their 
rate dependent separation energy has been exploited for controlled dry transfer of flakes of 2D 
materials [374]. This parallels the development of pick and place strategies for dry transfer printing 
in nanomanufacturing that rely on so-called kinetic effects [375, 376]. Another fracture mechanics 
concept that is employed for selective delamination in transfer printing is to exploit the difference 
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in separation energy under tension and shear [377, 378]. Some ground work for exploiting this for 
the transfer of 2D materials has been laid by Cao et al. [283, 352, 353], where the separation 
energies of graphene that had been transferred to silicon and polished copper, with RMS roughness 
values of 0.5 and 4.5 nm, respectively, increased with increasing shear component (Fig. 21). Such 
effects of tension and shear can readily be controlled in roll-to-roll transfer nanomanufacturing 
schemes by changing the angles of incoming and exiting feedstock.  
Furthermore, for roll-to-roll transfer from seed copper, the limiting strain level (~0.5%) that 
polycrystalline graphene can tolerate before it starts to crack was established recently by applying 
tension to a graphene-coated copper foil and observing the successive formation of channel cracks 
in the graphene [359]. The mechanics of graphene cracking is related to the shear interactions 
between graphene and seed copper. Measurements of the crack spacing allowed the stiffness and 
strength of the shear interaction and the fracture toughness of graphene itself to be determined.  
For integration of graphene with VLSI electronics, it has also been established that fracture 
mechanics concepts can be exploited for selective delamination [286]. Graphene was grown on a 
silicon wafer that was coated with a copper film prior to deposition. In order to effectively transfer 
the graphene to a target silicon wafer, the graphene was bonded to the target wafer using an epoxy 
and then separated in a double cantilever beam (DCB) setup. Graphene/copper or copper/silicon 
oxide delamination paths could be selected by slow and fast separation rates, respectively. Thus 
graphene can be transferred to a target wafer, either exposed or protected by the seed copper film, 
which can later be removed by etching. Delamination paths were identified by SEM and Raman 
spectroscopy. The sheet resistance of the graphene produced by the two approaches (exposed or 
protected) was slightly higher than graphene transferred by the wet-transfer process, indicating 
reduced impurity doping, and the variation in the sheet resistance values was much lower. Copper 
contamination levels, quantitatively established by  Time-of-Flight Secondary Ion Mass 
Spectrometry (ToF-SIMS), were several orders of magnitude lower than the values for wet 
transfer. In addition, it was demonstrated that top-gated transistor devices from delamination-
transferred graphene exhibited superior transistor behavior to PMMA-assisted wet transfer 
graphene. The separation energy, strength and range of the interactions were quantitatively 
determined by nonlinear fracture mechanics analyses, which again suggest that the roughness of 
the interface between graphene and copper plays an important role with implications for further 
improvements in the manufacturing processes. 
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6.2 Graphene origami and kirigami 
Extra-large surface-to-volume ratio renders graphene a highly flexible morphology, giving rise 
to intriguing observations such as ripples, wrinkles and folds [85, 379-382]. Such a malleable 
nature of graphene makes it a potential candidate material for nanoscale origami and kirigami, a 
promising bottom-up nanomanufacturing approach to fabricating nano-building blocks of 
desirable shapes beyond conventional material preparation techniques [379, 382-389]. The success 
of graphene origami and kirigami hinges upon precise and facile control of graphene morphology, 
which remains as a significant challenge. Nonetheless, recent progress in patterning graphene with 
atomic-scale precision has further paved the way toward achieving graphene origami and kirigami 
in a programmable fashion [9, 172, 175, 223, 390-394]. 
 
Fig. 23: A monolayer graphene patterned into a double-cross shape and suitably hydrogenated (insets) can 
spontaneously fold and form a graphene nanocage. Figure adapted from [394]. 
 
The 2D nature of graphene makes the chemical functionalization of graphene a promising 
approach to modulating the graphene properties. For example, hydrogenation of graphene involves 
bonding atomic hydrogen to the carbon atoms in graphene [395]. Such a reaction changes the 
hybridization of the C-C bonds in graphene from sp2 into sp3. As a result, the 2D atomic structure 
of pristine graphene is distorted [389]. It has been shown that suitable single-sided hydrogenation 
of graphene can lead to folding of graphene in a programmable fashion. This feature can be 
leveraged to achieve the hydrogenation assisted graphene origami (HAGO), in which initially 
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planar, suitably patterned graphene can self-assemble into three dimensional nanoscale objects of 
desirable shapes (Fig. 23) [394]. A unique feature of the HAGO process is that the resulting 
nanostructure can be modulated by an external electric field, enabling programmable opening and 
closing of the nano-objects, a desirable feature to achieve molecular mass manipulation, storage 
and delivery. For example, MD simulations have demonstrated HAGO-enabled nanocages for 
controllable uptake and release of nanoparticles as well as ultra-high density of hydrogen storage. 
 
Fig. 24: A. (Left) Paper and graphene in-plane kirigami springs, respectively. (Right) Three-dimensional 
reconstruction of the deformed graphene spring under large elongation. B. Deformation sequence of a 
graphene nanomesh subject to an elongation beyond 50%. Figures adapted from: (A) [9] and (B) [223]. 
Recent experiments showed that monolayer graphene can be patterned via optical lithography 
into desirable shapes, such as a spiral spring, a kirigami pyramid, a cantilever or a nanomesh [9, 
223].  Such a patterned graphene structure is planar as fabricated, but can deflect and twist out of 
the plane when stretched. The out-of-plane deformation can accommodate huge in-plane 
elongation without substantial strain in a suitably patterned structure [396]. As a result, the 
patterned graphene achieves significant elastic stretchability [9, 175, 223], way beyond the elastic 
limit of pristine graphene (Fig. 24). For example, systematic coarse-grained simulations revealed 
that a suitably patterned graphene nanomesh can be made extremely compliant with nearly zero 
stiffness up to about 20% elongation and then remain highly compliant up to about 50% elongation 
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(Fig. 24B). These features of graphene kirigami are desirable for graphene-based functional 
devices such as epidermal electronics and sensing prosthesis [223] as well as stretchable and 
tunable quantum dot arrays [176]. 
 
6.3 Biomedical applications 
Unlike conventional wafer-based electronics, which is rigid, planar, and brittle, biological 
systems are soft, curvilinear, and dynamic. The emergence of 2D materials can effectively bridge 
this gap. On the one hand, 2D materials have superior electronic performance that are on par or 
even better than silicon and metal. On the other hand, their mechanical properties such as flexibility 
and stretchability allow them to intimately integrate with the soft and curvilinear bio-systems 
without causing significant disruptions such as rupture and detachment or imposing any 
mechanical constraint. As a result, 2D materials have been increasingly sought after for biomedical 
applications over the past few years. 
The bio-compatibility, electrical conductivity, flexibility, and transparency afforded by 
graphene have enabled its applications in bio-integrated soft electronics. For example, serpentine-
shaped stretchable graphene interconnects, resistance temperature detectors and strain gauges have 
been integrated on transparent epidermal electronic systems for noninvasive physiology 
monitoring [397]. As for in vivo sensing such as neural interfacing, flexible and transparent micro-
electrode array enabled by graphene could allow for simultaneous electrophysiology and optical 
imaging, as well as optogenetic modulation of the underlying brain tissue [398, 399]. In tissue 
engineering, graphene nanoribbons supported by ultrasoft PDMS have been demonstrated as a soft 
cell-culture platform which is capable of aligning plated cells as well as in situ monitoring of 
cellular physiological characteristics during proliferation and differentiation [400]. 
As a semiconductor, monolayer MoS2 exhibits superior piezoresistive properties, meaning that 
its resistivity can change significantly with mechanical deformation due to its strain-dependent 
bandgap [246], as mentioned in Section 4.2. This enabled a recent development of an ultra-
sensitive and ultra-conformable, transparent tactile sensor for human-mimetic electronic skins 
[401]. The MoS2-based tactile sensor remained intact and functional at a strain level of 2% for 
10,000 loading cycles. 
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Beyond physical and physiological sensors, electrochemical sensors and biosensors based on 
graphene and other 2D materials, such as boron nitride (BN), graphite-carbon nitride (g-C3N4), 
transition metal dichalcogenides (TMDs), transition metal oxides, and graphane have been applied 
for the detection of important biomarkers such as glucose, hydrogen peroxide, and other 
biomarkers [402]. Examples include graphene-based enzymatic [397] and non-enzymatic [403] 
glucose sensors, graphene-based enzymatic [404] and non-enzymatic [405] hydrogen peroxide 
sensors, MoS2 based enzymatic and non-enzymatic biosensors for glucose detection [406], as well 
as graphene oxide (GO) or reduced GO (rGO) [407] and MoS2 [406] based immunosensors for 
detection of dopamine. 
In addition to bio-sensing, 2D materials have also been demonstrated as promising nano-
platforms for therapy and diagnostic imaging attributing to their large surface-area-to-mass ratio 
and unique physicochemical properties [408]. For example, biocompatible graphene derivatives, 
such as GO and rGO, have been widely applied for anticancer drug delivery [409], gene 
transportation [410], photothermal therapy (PTT) [411], as well as photodynamic therapy (PDT) 
[412]. These GO-based therapeutics showed superior performances compared with other 
conventional nanostructures such as particles, tubes, wires, and cages. Graphene-based hybrid 
nanomaterials by integrating graphene with other functional nanomaterials have been developed 
for diagnostic imaging such as fluorescent imaging [413], magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
[414], computed tomography (CT) [415], and radionuclide imaging [416]. 
In parallel to the intensive studies of promising biomedical applications of 2D materials, a 
significant effort has also been devoted to the understanding of biological and environmental 
impacts of 2D materials [417, 418], with the aim to safely harness their application potentials as 
well as to control their cytotoxicity to living creatures. It has been shown that 2D materials exhibit 
unique interaction mechanisms with cell membranes due to their high aspect ratio, sheet-like nano-
structures and atomically sharp edges [419-421]. For example, experimental and simulation studies 
have shown that sharp corners or edge asperities can enable graphene to spontaneously penetrate 
a cell membrane [419, 420]. Lipid extraction by graphene and graphene oxide was recently 
identified as an important damage mechanism to cell membranes [421] and intracellular vesicles 
[422]. On the other hand, the toxicity of graphene and other 2D materials, if well controlled, may 




6.4 Flexible applications 
2D materials are naturally suited for flexible, stretchable, foldable, and wearable devices owing 
to their atomic thickness that offers many sought after attributes including maximum optical 
transparency, optimum electrostatic control, high strain limit, and large surface to volume ratio 
[423, 424]. These attributes benefits a wide range of applications such as electronics, photonics, 
sensors, and mechanical and energy devices [2]. Furthermore, 2D materials can be dispersed in a 
host of solvents to make functional inks for printed electronics [231]. The individual inks can serve 
the function of semiconductors, dielectrics, and electrodes; components needed to make advanced 
printed electronic systems. 
In recent years, advances in large-area manufacturing (synthesis and transfer) of 2D materials, 
particularly graphene, has led to the introduction of the first consumer products, where graphene 
is used as a transparent conductive film, replacing indium tin oxide (ITO) in the touch panels of 
smartphones. The first graphene touch-panel smartphone was released in 2014 by 2D Carbon 
[425]. Subsequently, a collaboration between Moxi and Galapad resulted in a graphene touch-
panel smartphone that also featured graphene in other smartphone components for cooling and 
energy benefits [426]. In the near-term, flexible/bendable touch panels are expected as graphene 
technology matures. In the long-term, active devices based on highly integrated 2D circuits 
(beyond graphene) are likely to emerge and usher in complex high-performance flexible 
nanosystems.  
Towards this end, basic research on lab-scale flexible devices and circuits have been 
investigated and developed over the past 10 years [423]. This sustained research has led to many 
notable achievements such as: (i) ~100 GHz graphene transistors on flexible glass [427], (ii) 20 
GHz BP transistors that also have sufficient bandgap to be employed for both analog and high-
speed digital circuits [428], and (iii) low-power radio-frequency MoS2 transistors and circuits 
operating in the GHz regime suitable for the internet of things applications on low-cost plastic 
substrates [429]. It must be emphasized that the flexible applications of 2D materials appears to 
be compelling for high-density large-area nanosystems. For flexible applications where a few 
discrete active devices are needed, contemporary thin-film transistor solutions based on metal 
oxides or bulk semiconductors are more suitable. With this in mind, research to advance large-area 
manufacturing and integration technology of the portfolio of 2D materials is essential and a matter 




7. Summary and Outlook 
The family of 2D materials has grown beyond graphene, and together they hold great promise 
for a wide range of applications. The mechanics and mechanical properties of 2D materials play 
important roles in many applications including large-scale manufacturing and integration. 
Fundamental research on the mechanics and mechanical properties of 2D materials has made 
significant progress over the last decade, both theoretically and experimentally. As an outlook for 
future studies, a few topics of interest are summarized as follows. 
Although the elastic properties of 2D materials have been thought to be well predicted by first-
principles calculations, recent experiments have suggested significant effects of temperature and 
rippling, for both in-plane and bending stiffnesses. Further experiments are needed to confirm such 
effects. Theoretically, statistical mechanics approaches may be developed along with MD 
simulations to predict the elastic behavior of 2D materials at finite temperatures. 
The presence of various defects has profound influence on the mechanical properties of 2D 
materials. Defect engineering may be explored to tailor the strength and toughness of 2D materials, 
but a few fundamental questions have yet to be addressed regarding fracture mechanics of 2D 
materials from both continuum and atomistic points of view. 
Strain engineering has a great potential for 2D materials, where the mechanics and mechanical 
properties are inherently coupled with other physical properties. Scaling up from the first-
principles calculations, a multiphysics-based theoretical framework may be developed to couple 
the mechanics of 2D materials with pseudomagnetic fields, phase transitions, phonon and 
electronic structures. Experimental methods may be further developed to uncover the coupling 
phenomena and characterize the coupling properties (such as the piezo- and flexo-electric 
coefficients). 
For the interfacial properties of 2D materials, theoretical understanding beyond van der Waal 
interactions is lacking. Among others, the effects of surface roughness and capillary bridging need 
to be better understood. A generally mixed-mode traction-separation relation may be developed to 
unify adhesion and friction at the interface. Both theoretical and experimental studies are needed 
to unravel the mechanochemical interactions that lead to wear of the 2D materials. 
Finally, novel applications that take advantage the superior mechanical properties of 2D 
materials will continue to grow out of the fundamental research. Of particular interest is the 
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structural design utilizing the concept of origami and kirigami, which may find unprecedented 
applications for flexible and biomedical devices. 
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